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ALS Parents9 Weekend 
By Juliet Bailey the past campus-wide Parents' 
·-This past weekend, Ithaca Weekend. He said he wanted 
College celebrated Afro-Latin to let ALS parents "know 
Society (ALS) Parents' what the administration\ 
Weekend. Parents' Weekend is about 
Highlighting the weekend's and to get feedback on ALS 
events was the KUUMBA involvement in Parents' 
Repertory Co~pany produc- Weekend." He also said that 
tion of the play, Reflection of "the administration is not 
Life: A Trilogy, in the pleased with minority 
Dillingham Center. student's non-involvement in 
The production consisted of Parents' Weekend" and they 
three one act plays; Happy feel that their "Parents' -
Ending, by Douglas Turner Weekend is a tremendous op-
Ward, Black Girl, by J. E. portunity for minority ~tuden-
Franklin and Ceremonies in ts to display their talent~ to a 
Dark Old Men, by Lonne greater audience." .- All the 
Elder III. problems inherent in incor-
-The play portrayed realities porating the weekend~ were 
of life that black people have discussed with no solution in 
to face everyday. view. Vogel 1uggestcd that 
It would seem_ to have sue- ALS should come to him in-
ceeded in this regard because stead of Dick Correnti to 
as the audience left the theater di~cuss scheduling problem~. 
conversations generally seemed Dr. Simms spoke to the 
. to be on the topic ot what the parents about the financial aid 
play meant to each person. position of the l;:OP/HEOP 
And inside the theater, one students on campus. He said 
could not help but feel as that "parents need to show 
though the audience was ac- their interest and conce.rn over 
tually experiencing what was the decreasing availability or 
being acted out O'l stage. . financial aid. Students had to 
school's "unwilling.ne\\ to put 
out money be~ide, EOP to 
recruit, minority student~. 
This causes top-quality 
students to go to other ~chools 
where they can g.et scholar-
ships." On the topic o( Paren-
ts' Weekend, Dr. Simms 
commented that "until 
minority parents feel a:-. com-
fortable as other parenh, there 
will continue to be two 
,veekends." 
The reception was followed 
by a Latin dinner. The food 
wa, prepared by the students 
and was enjoyed by everyone 
present. It wa!-, accompanied 
by a slide presentation by 
JAMAA which ~howed 
various happenings over the 
past few years. 
The weekend wa~ clo~cd out 
by a program on Sunday hy 
the Amani :::,mger, limpcl 
Group under the dircctor,hip 
of Michelle Johmon. 
Rcvcrand Dale Winter, from 
the Muller Chapel, according 
to Michelle Johnson, gave a 
beautiful, inspir:llional 
message based on Matthew 
23:23-26. · 
Mr~. Mary Rillie, a parl'nl. 
said "the last two S'!lections 
knocked me off my feet." 
On Saturday afternoon, take out more loans at higher 
there was a family reception rates and there was not enough 
with guest speakers. Richard money to bring students on lhc 
Vogel, director of alumni waiting list to this school. 
relations and Dr. George· E. Parents have an important 
Sims, director of educational role to p·lay and should con-
opportunity programs. . tinue to do so." He also ex- Cast members on stage in Reflections Of Life: A Trilo~y 
Richard Vogel spoke about pressed concern . about the 
Scientists Protest 
who criticized President The multiple, independently 
Reagan's statement on the · targeted re-entry vehicles as a 
possib'ility of tactical nuclear philosophy of last move. "We 
•warfare in Europe. developed MIRV's our op-
He called the deployment of ponent did the same 'thing. 
tactical nuclear weapons such Both sides lose stability, there 
Nuke B old as the cruise missile and the ·s an incentive for first strike. Ul Up , neutron- bomb "a philosophy The hope is that if one missile , . . of last move." kills on silo, then you get IO 
"If you make a move that warheads." 
· will be the last step, your op- Long called the need ~o in-
By Howard Altman Laboratory for Planetary 
Finding an alternative to the Studies, pointed out the rarity 
nuclear arms race was the of life in the universe, and 
tneme of yesterday's -Con- called for "the preservation of 
vocation at Cornell's Bailey life on earth. 
Hall." "What: a waste it would 
Sponsored by the union for be," Sagan said, "if after four 
concerned scientists, the con- billion · years of torturous 
vocation was part of a _nation- evolution, the ·dominant 
wide effort to educate the organism on the planet . .con-
public about the rf::ingers and trived its own destruction." 
possibilities o( thermo-nuclear Sagan called the threat of. 
war. The union is a non~profit nuclear ·warfare the greatest 
organization of scientists, threat- to mankind and said1 he , 
engineers and other profession saw no evidence that 
·als concerned with the impact prolif~ration o,f nuclear arms 
· of advanced technology on _ would act as a deterrent. He . 
_ society. called for an end to the in-
"No other issue is as impor- creasing bu~ldup of nuclear 
tant as nuclear war," Dr. Carl weapons and asked if, "it is 
Sagan told the overflow the obligation of the -natior, 
audience. Sagan was one of that was the first to develop 
four speakers pitrticipating- in nuclear arms and · t}le first to 
the convocation, that was just use them on mankin~ to 
one ·of 150 being· held· on decelerate the arms race." 
campuses across the country. - S;igan's speech followed one 
Sagan, . director of the by Professor Franklin Long, 
ponent will respond. crease spending on the nuclear 
. Long cited the rationa_le for __ arsenal ---~ 
..... 
,r.y ~--_.: 
"Even if the US attacked· with 
hair its - arseridl any other 
nation would , be destroyed, 
there would be scores of dead 
ana wounded, mdustry would 
b..: in ruins. A eountrv. as we 
know it wouldn't exist." 
Senator Gary Hart (D) 
Colorado closed the Con-
vocation by calling for direct 
negotiations with the Soviets. 
He said there must be 
verifiability. built into the 
weapons so that there can be 
negotiations based on mutual 
knowlege, not mutual trust. 
Hart said that if each side 
knows the strength of the other, 
than the likelil].ood of mutual 
distrust is lessened, reducing 
the need for a first-strike. Hart 
said that the most important 
issue in any negotiations was 
the reduction of incentive for 
use of, nuclear weapons, not 
just the reduction· in their 
numbers. · 
Hart's quote from a speech 
by General Douglass McAr-
thur summarized the futility of 
nuclear war. 
"Global war has become a 
Frankenstein to destroy both 
sides. No longer is it a weapon 
of adventure-the shortcut to 
international power. Ir you 
lose you are anihilatcd. Jr you 
win, you stand only to lmc, 
(war) contains only the gcrrh'> 
or double suicide." 
Pagel 
What did you think of the new pre-registration process? 
, ....... . 
·. -' .. 
r 
Rauol B. Photo? Giulio Capua Cinema '85 
I don't know I did'nt do it! I thought it was easy to 
handle. A lot better than 
Freshman semester. 
Ann Schwartz Bus. Adam· Yellin Rasta Farianism 
Management '82 '84 
I think that in the longrun it l like the idea of having one 
could be alot more efficient big sheet instead of lots of lit-
for IC & the student body. tie ones. 
Jean TroUa Hist. '84 
Who makes up 
questions anyway? 
· .. ~-~ 
Denise Catbonaro Bio. '84 . 
these Since I've been here they've 
had four different systems. I 
just hope this one works. 
Lynn D' Angona Cinema '85 
Considering what had to be 
done in the beginning term, it 
is easier to pick your alternate 
choices at · the same ime as 
vour first choices, then it is to 
itave to pick an alternate after 
\'ou·ve been denied your first 
Peeka Bunnell · Planned 
~hllice. -
I 
_,, 
Studies '82 
I think at this point its hard 
to measure the effectiveness 
because we haven't received 
the first schedule. I can·say as 
a senior it was the easiest 
procedure for pre-tegistration. 
I 
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Tonight's panel discussion to take place at Dillingham 
Center, entitled "'Yietnam: The way it was and how it 
could happen again," will conclude the '"::eek long presen-
tation by IC's Handwerker Gallery, "The Viet Nam War 
"Retrospective." • 
Beginning last Thun;day, the presentation has given tlw 
IC community a much needed view of the Viet Nam war 
through photographs, writings, films, discus!iions and a 
play - all of which concerned the Viet Nam war. 
Through the various mediums, the gallery attempted to 
trace the war and its effects pas~ present and future. 
A mix of emotions and reasons. explains the widespread 
lack of knowledge concerning the Viet Nam war. In the 
name of democracy the U.S. lost lives and a great deal of 
faith and patriotism which had previously been spread 
throughout th~ U.S. 
That war, or ·•escalation," was a mistake - a fact 
realized by conservatives and liberals alike. Such a 
blatant mistake by our country is not something to he 
· proud of. . 
It is, however, so~ething we must remember. The lives 
lost and_ injuries suff crrcd must not go down in American 
history as totally wasted efforts. We must learn from the 
war. 
Human nature makes us want to forget the Viet Nam 
war ever happened in the same way it urges'ns to block 
bad memories. The war itself was an emharrassing 
failure, but lessons to he learned from it are worthy. ones. 
The loss of patriotism and faith in our government 
which followed the war is understandable. But if we do 
not block the memory of the Viet Nam war, we will learn 
from that mistake. · 
By accepting the lessons and the_reality of that war and 
by following through on those lessons, that faith can be 
rep;uined. 
Editorial Note: 
In regard to 'iast week's Ithacan, The Ithacan ed~torial staff 
regrets any inconvenience or embarrassment caused to 
students due to the misleading list on page 4. The list was in-
correctly indentified to The Ithacan. 
It was actually intended to inform all New York State 
residents that their local mailing addresses were not on record 
at the Registrar's office and that they should inform the of-
fice of their current address. 
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[nput·SOught for Proposed Calend.sur 
Dear Students, 
The All-College Academic 
Calendar Committee made up 
of students, staff, faculty and 
administration is currently 
planning the 1983-84 calendar 
year. If students are to have a 
stro,;ig voice in planning the 
calendar, it is essei;ttial that the 
two student -representatives 
designated by Student_ Gover-
nment get your input. To get 
to as many students as 
possible, the Student Congress 
representatives are · talking 
with students arid handing out 
surveys in many of the dorms. 
You Congress representatives 
need to know what change, if 
any ,-students would like to see 
in the proposed 1983-84 
acadl:!mic calendar and your 
reasons for wanting the 
changes. Below is the 
proposal now up ·for 
discussion in the Academic 
Calendar Committee. Please 
note that this is·- only a 
proposal, a base to wor~ from 
ar:d will probably go through 
many changes. 
PROPOSED 1983-83 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
Wednesday, August 31 
Freshmen due on Campus 
Saturday, September 3 
Registration Day 
· Monday, Sept_ember 5 -
Classes Begin 8 a.m. 
Friday, November 18 
Thanksgiving Break Begins 6 
p.m., 
Monday, November 28 -
Classes Resume 8 a.m. 
Friday, December 16 
Semester Classes End 6 p.m. 
Monday, December 19 -
Exams Begin 8 a.m. 
Friday, December 23- -
Exams End 5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, January 4 -
Grades Due Registrar's 10 
a.m. 
Spring 1984 
Sunday, January 22 
Registration Day 
Monday, January 23 
Classes Begin 8 a.m. 
Friday, March 9 - Spring 
Break Begins 6 p.m. 
Monday, March 19 - Classes 
Resume 8 a.m. 
Friday, May 4 - Semester 
Classes End 6 p.m. 
Monday, May 7 - Exams 
Begin 8 a.m. 
Friday, May 11 - Exams 
End 5:30 p.m. 
Monday, May 14 - Senior 
Grades Due Registrar's Office 
10 a.m. 
Sunday, May 20. - Commen-
cement 11 a.m. 
-Monday, May 21 - Non-
senior grades due Registrar's 
Office 10 a.m. 
Remember · that we as 
students are only one out of 
four voices in planning of the 
calendar (the others are the 
faculty, staff and ad-
ministration) and so we may 
not necessarily get exactly 
what we would like. But, the 
more input, and the stronger 
the reasons, the better the 
chance! See you - Congress 
representatives now! 
Bogart Grant Ashley 
Cooper 
Eastman - Stacy Kadish 
Landon - Kendra Hall 
Clarke - Gene Doody 
Hood - Andrea Marucco 
Talcott - Matt Toback 
Hilliard - Constance Shaw 
Rowland - Jim Greene 
Holmes - Wayne Robertson 
East Tower Dawn Ster-
nberg 
East Tower - Linda Fein-
bloom 
West Tower - Edwin Diaz 
West Tower Robbin 
· Frawley 
West Tower Michelle Oliver 
Tl - Shelly Whitlock 
T2 
T2 - Debbie Benson 
TS - Theresa Del Grippo 
T7 - Sue Calman 
TS - Erica Tener 
T9 - Donna Romano 
Tl I - Janice-Wolffe 
Tl 2 - Marie Hopper 
GA 25 - John f:ndrcss 
GA 26- Diane Vaccaro 
GA 27 - Lydia Riopka 
GA 28 - Gigi Becker 
GA 25 - John Endress 
GA 26 - Scott Hahn· 
GA 27 - Diane Vaccaro 
GA 28 - Lydia Riopka 
Off Campus - Gigi Becker 
Flood Aftermath Report 
Just over two weeks ago 
Tompkins County and other 
surrounding areas were dren-
ched by the highest rainfall in 
over twenty years. Thousands 
of people were affected by 
damages that amounted to 
millions of dollars. · 
Many on-campus students 
are unaware that a small 
minority of the people caught 
in the midst of the high water 
are Ithaca College Students, 
particularly thoseTving in the 
downtown area. 
Dan Brown, Psych. '83, 
Mike Cooley, Bio. '82, Dave 
Neumann, Sp. Comm. '82, 
and Marcie Swift, Psych. '82 
of 123 Sears St. suffered c_on-
- ·siderable damage to their 
home and were · inconvienced 
for some time by the flood. 
"We didn't have electricity 
for a couple of days, and we 
didn't have hot water or heat 
for almost a week. Mr. Brown 
added, "I didn't mind not· 
having heat so much. We like_ 
bundling up under blankets, 
/ Cartoon F·a111 
Speaks Out 
To the Editor: could be co.nsidered offensive 
1 was very s_urprised to open by some. They're also witty, 
last week's Ithacan and find insightful, relevant and add a 
no Asshead! 1 have been an little excitement(controversy) 
avid reader of the cartoon sin- to an otherwise dry 
ce Mark Palen showed my his newspaper. As an ex-editor of 
drawings two years ago when I the paper, I'm aware that 
was Editor-in-Chief 'of The almost every facet of it offen-
Ithacan. ds someone. So what, its all 
When I approached· an opi_nions anyhow. If the 
editor and asked why the car- editors let this guide them, The 
toon strip was not in last Ithacan would resemble that 
week's paper, I was told that other campus publication, the 
several editors voted to per- J.C. News. 
manently discontinue the As an independent 
comic strip. The reason: these newspaper, The Ithacan 
editors found it offensive and doesn't have to resort to con-
below the quality of material . stipated practices of ad-
suitable for The Ithacan. ministration-ruled papers. 
Well, .Mark's drawings The Ithacan can : afford to 
~~ - present diverse 'views. Even if 
. Asshead is offensive-TO some, 
'.f o the IC woman who I spoke the topics contained in __ it 
With Wedn~sd~y :. . mirror c~mpus life and reality 
To confirm the details of our_ in general. Why squash it? To 
conversatiot1 please give The eliminate Asshead is to direc-
lthacan or ~e another call.. _tty stiffle any creativity in the 
Sincerely,_ . _ · paper with the exception of 
Judy Green, Managmg E~1tor . Keith Styracula. 
Eva q_rodberg 
~,ee,e,~~~~ 
but the smell left a little bit to 
· be desired." 
Mr. Cooley observed, "The 
first thing we did when we 
noticed the torrent of rushing 
water in the street was to go 
out on the porch and comment 
to neighbors across the street 
on the depth of the water.'' 
Unfortunately, across the 
street, Lance ·· Doe, '83 
helplessly watched his Porsche 
receive-$2000 in damages from 
the raging waters. And Ed,· 
Sproul. PE, '82 was awakened 
at 5 a.m. by a telephone call 
informing him that his car was 
beginning to float down 
Cayuga St. 
However, for the most part 
damage to personal property 
was minimal to most IC off-
campus students with the most 
damage occuring to the 
ustilities such as the furnace, 
water heater, and elec:tricity. 
The problems were quickly 
and admirably handled by 
NYSEG, the Ithaca Public 
Works Dept., the Ithaca Fire 
To the Editor: given treatment, the doctor 
I was out with a bunch of and nurses were very under-
the gang playing sandlot foot- standing. They cared and they 
· ball and was injured. I tacked did whatever they could to 
one of· the opposition only to help "when I was permitted to 
become un£onscious and enter within that closed-off 
paralized for a short moment. room." 
Finally, when I had strength I feel it is unjust to have a 
enough to stand, I carried patient stand there waiting to 
myself to th·e Health Center be helped. Not knowing, if 
which was a long, painful perhaps the message was 
walk. I got there. Picked up ignored or forgotten. 
the centrex and rang.the nurse. _ With every complaint· 1 feel 
I leaned against the. wall hun- there should be a resolution 
ched over and in extreme pain. given. Here's mine: 'first of 
She questioned me of my in- all, I feel that the staff within 
jury. Asked me in detail what the Health Center should be 
had happened and then infor- able to view whoever comes in 
med me ·that someone was for help. Understand there 
going to come out and get me. reason for having it closed off. 
I sat in the ·lobby staring at This being that they can't 
that closed door for about 5 have the·students records open 
minutes. It seemed like 15. I and unguarded. Build a large 
was sore. The nice, comfor- glass window so that you can 
tabie, hard wood chairs helped see people coming in. Or hire 
alot. Nothing like sitting in a a student to guard the records 
hard chaii:: with you head and keep the door and waiting 
resling aga"inst the wall neither -room accessable. Or better 
knowing when or if ever that yet, put the files some where 
closed door· is going to open else. If yoJ feel that the 
and let you in. students should wait outside at 
I'm not saying that the staff least have comfortable fur-
. at the Health Center is un- · niture for them to sit in. Nail 
feeling to students' needs, I'm ,-them to the floor. But by al 
just saying the system there means don't have any student 
stinks. When I was finally feel the ~nrest or uncertainty 
Off Campus - Paul Leone 
Off Campus - Jennifer 
Hamel 
Off Campus - Brian Brown 
Off Campus - Chris Hun-
singer 
Off Campus .. Amy Hof-
fman 
Off Campm, - Dave Braden 
Off Campus - Rich Mar'shall 
Hudson Heights - Rich 
Marshall 
H&S - Rob Claus 
H&S - Peter Demas 
H&S - Sandy Rosenblum 
H&S - Jennifer Stratton 
H&S - Dibbic Littrell 
Music - Debbie Littrell 
Business - Hester Criswell 
Business - Ellyn Le Vine 
Allied Health .- Michele 
Ingram 
Off Camp.is - Michelle At-
tenpohl 
Sincerely yours, 
Jim Leech 
Student Body President 
Dept., and the landlords and 
realty agencies of Ithaca. As 
Mr. Cooley puts it, "The 
biggest problem of the whole 
ordeai ·was that the flood 
crested about 6 a.m. and 
liquor stores don't open until 
eight." 
Mr. Neumann added, "I 
slept through the whole 
thing." 
feeling I had staring at that 
closet! door. There's enough 
uncertainty with the injury or 
medical problem they have. 
Kip Haggett 
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Job-Forecasting_:.. Looking Up 
By Stephen Andrade 
Employment forecasters are 
projecting an unprecented ex-. 
pansion in the electronic 
telecommunications industry. 
This good news is based on 
four factors; legislation, 
technological innovation, con-
sumer need and interest, and 
geo/economic develop ment. 
This good news is tempered by 
the fact' thet although markets 
need qualified people, new 
graduates will find com-
petition as keen as ever. There · 
is no glut in the employment 
market for communication 
majors. However, though 
unemployment will not be the 
problem ... underemployment 
will. Carol Zimmermann, in 
--her book, "How to Break into 
the Media: suggests ... ", .. one 
of the biggest mistakes young 
people make is thinking that 
many jobs are just not good 
enough for them with their 
education. But once you're in 
you learn about the oppor-
tunities available and the 
organization itself." The way 
up from that perspective is 
clear and the-advice is sound. 
With the overall economic 
conditions in the market 
today, new grads can be more 
successful at promotion from 
within an organization. 
There are several markets to 
consider when looking at em-
ployment potentials for the 
next few years. It is critical to 
remember however, that this 
information is "hidden" in 
the articles, the newspapers, 
the magazines of the 
professio11s; rarely will you see 
this kind of information ad-
vertized. Our sources include 
the Wall Street Journal, New 
York Times, National 
Business Employment 
Weekly, and other current 
literature ... as well as faculty 
and advisors in the field. 
Information Services 
Supplying information will 
be a market of major growth 
for the 1980's. Many jobs 
will be in the information ser-
vice suppliers field, which will 
include gathering, pteparing, 
editing, -analysing, and storing 
information. This will bolster 
the traditional com-
munications industry as well 
as inspire other peripheral in-
dustries to generate more in-
formation, including news, 
recipes, want ads and shop-
ping lists. Recent movements 
in the TELETEXT industry 
AATF Workshop 
by Peeka Bunnell 
Residential Life Staff mem-
bers, SASP, union managers 
and student government 
representatives took part in an 
Alcohol Awareness workshop 
last Sunday .. 
Robert J. Lindsay o, Spof-
ford Hall Resident Treatment 
Hospital for Alcohol and 
Drug Addiction in New Ham-
pshire presented the program. 
to share their feelings of the 
drinking situation on cam-
pus." 
The program was sponsored 
by the Alcohol Awareness 
Task Force and the Residential 
Life Training Task Force. The 
AA TF's main · objective 
is to _ educate mem-
bers of the Ithaca College 
community about alcohol and 
to prevent abuse of this drug. 
The AA TF has . been 
working hard to communicate 
information on alcohol to the 
students. They have 
developed a "traveling road 
show" presentation with em-
phasis on drinking and 
clearly indicate that some 
business concems are 
posturing for the take-off. 
Dow Jones and Co. recently 
sealed an agreement with Con-
tinental Cablevision O Boston, 
Massachusetts. Dow Jones 
has agreed to acquire up to 25 
percent interest in cablevision · 
to make the daily stock figures 
part of a special subscription 
service. Continental, the 13th 
largest cable company services 
over 410,000 subscribers 
throughout the Northeast. 
Also Knight-Ridder recently 
reached agreement with Af-
filiated Publication Inc. to test 
the "teletext" market in 
southern Florida. Affiliated is 
the publisher of the Boston 
Globe. What does the FCC 
think of all this action? They 
have opened the doors for this 
new service but have turned 
down the opportunity to 
propose regulations and stan-
dards. The industry will have 
its chance to set the tone, and 
they are wasting little time. 
Technology Interfaces With 
Corporate Needs 
The big word for Cheif 
Executive Officer's (CEO) is 
teleconference. This in-
novation allows CEO's from 
across the country to confer 
without costly travel expenses. 
Corporations are already 
convinced of the effectiveness 
of media in training and public 
relations. Over 4 billion per 
year is spent on the training 
need alone. However, new 
technology and related 
budgets have a fragile 
relationship within the cor-
porate context. Managers 
report that budget cuts often 
strike here first. 
"The Electronic Cottage" 
Alvin toffler's latest theory 
suggests that we're returning 
to the "cottage industry" ap-
proach to work and leisure as 
transportation becomes more 
expensive and technology 
becomes more affordable. No 
market reflects this prospect 
more than the electronic enter~ 
tainment field. Japan recently 
reported that the production 
of video tape recorders 
(VTR's) , out-paced that of 
color TV sets. VTR exports 
from Japan alone were up 130 
percent during the month of 
September. The American 
consumer loves this new found 
entertainment source, and 
because· of this, dealerships, 
service: sales, and indirectly' 
the entertainment production 
industry itself, are all booming 
. The entertainment industry 
has challenged the legality of 
VTR's. Among others, 
Disneyland 'Inc.,· has taken 
Sony to court. The ruling 
from the judge in San Fran-
cisco was against the VTR 
manufacturer, and declared 
VTR's illegal. Sony is ap-
pealing this decision but the 
impact is still uncertain. Some 
observers speculate higher 
prices for VTR units to cover 
copyright costs and royalties 
for entertainers. The 
American consumer remains 
undaunted and marches into 
the electronic home enter-
tainment age, credit card in 
·hand. As a result, related job. 
markets will surely expand. 
Although the com- -
munication employment 
market is growing with in-
novations such as Teletext, 
Teleconference, and electronic 
entertainment, ·students must 
learn how to discover the 
"Hidden Job Market" to be 
successful in the entry level 
stages. Job hunting requires 
much more than the shotgun 
approach of sending out bun-
Continued on page 12 
Marissa Papageorge 
The topics of discussion in-
cluded attitudes and values of 
people who drink, being an ef-
fective role model, a film, 
"Guidelines for the Treatment 
of Alcoholism", and special 
problems and concerns about 
people who drink excessively. · 
The students also shared 
their feelings and concerns of 
alcoholism in small group 
discussions. 
driving, long term 
physiological effects of Robert J. Lindsay of Spofford Hall Hospital 
Beth Anderson, Resident 
Director of the East Tower 
and group facilitator, com-
mented "the workshop 
definitely created an 
awareness of alcohol abuse 
and gave students the. chance 
drinking,. mixing alcohol and 
drugs and the right to say 
"no" to drinking. 
According to Bill Perkins 
Task Force chairmen, "We are 
U1'.ing to identify additional 
needs to address and create 
a referral service listing." Lori 
Van Dusen, Resident 
Assistant, commented on the 
workshop, "I feel it is impor-
tant for us to deal with alcohol 
concerns on the I.C-. campus. 
Creating an awareness of its 
effects can be very helpful to 
the students." 
WINTER & SPRING BREAKS 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT! Join 1000's of students from over 
400 represented universities. Soak up the sun this Dec. & 
Jan. in Ft. Lauderdale.llmagine $89 for round trip transpor-
tation and $119 for 7 nights deluxe oceanfront lodging and 
that's not all, there's a tree car rental· and tree Disney 
World excursion included with every package! Or how 
about a winter break at the student ski vacation capitol -
Mount Snow, Vermont. You'll have a fantastic time on the 
slopes and there's a smorgasbord of apre's ski activities 
including free beer bashes, pizza parties and a moonlight 
cross country ski outing. The price? It's an unbelievable 
$134 for condominium lodging or $164 for hotel lodging 
which includes S breakfasts and 5 dinners. All rates in-
clude 5 nights 1, 1ging and a 5 day lift ·ticket. 
~IE'VE GOT EM! 
Spring break? Yes we've got it, to the worlds most famous 
beach .... . Daytona Beach. It's only $89 for round trip · 
transportation and $104 for 7 nights deluxe_ oceanfront 
lodging. Last year over 100,000 students vacationed on 
the 22 mlle beach strip, why not become part bf it? Space 
is limited • first comers get best hotels & rooms. , 
AT SUPER DEALS. 
CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS 
SINJOWMESTER 
SK-I WEEKS £FO..OR0Db\ . 
DAYTONA & FT. LAVD._ 
FOR A BROCHURE, RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION 
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP: -· 
MIKE FABER 273-3190 
OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS. 
"Put Your <Car 
On · A Sant Free 
Diet ! '' 
J.Sofl Cloth Wash 
2.Turlle Wax 
3. Underc:lr Ru~t Inhibitor 
Re~. Package Price $5.99 
I• 
Bruce's Car Wash 
S. Meadow St, 
Cll 1ht' t'atnnct' to km•rt 
'. & Yamaha of llh1n lt.catiunt 
Ithaca, N.\'.. 
.. "·~· 
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Ithaca College, Inca 
And What's Wrong with the Profit Motivceooo· 
One of the loudest grumbles 
· you'll hear on this college 
campus co[!cerns the "big 
business mentality" of Ithaca 
College. "You see this bill my 
parents got," growled a 
friend, waving it in my face. 
"They tacked an extra buck 
onto it just to send it home --
and it was·· 14¢ in the first 
place!" 
The. 14q: charge was the 
result of•a community division 
By Keith Styrcula 
.. 
basically concerned with profit have suggested that the means 
maximization .. That's a fact. by which Ithaca College 
But one must realize that -- in amasses money is, -at best, un-
the long run -- the school derhanded -- at worst, extor-
really has nothing to apologize tionary. 
for in that respect. 'The 14q: plus one dollar 
Although the foremost and billing fee is a blatant exam-
obvious purpose of an in- pie. So is a ten-dollar check-
stitution of higher learning is bouncing fee on a $5 check 
to provide young adults with that missed clearing by a mat-
knowledge and application of ter of cents. So is a $100 
their talents, it is also a charge to repaint a dorm room 
money-making operation. No wall that you mis-painted 
-philosophy can divorce a earlier in the semester (it 
college from this big-business would cost you $16 and 2 ½ 
mentality, for without money hours to do it yourself). 
a school is nothing. It collap- So· is skimming profits off 
ses. the food service if they could 
It just so happens that go to improving the quality of 
Ithaca College is extremely the food. 
of the bill for so·me dorm ·' lucrative at generating profits. - And so on. 
damage repair. Someone had It is one of the only private The obsession with profit-
either vandalized the elevator colleges in the nation that con- making can .be detrimental --· 
or ripped a phone out by the sistantly reports a profit while particularly to those paying 
wires. Since several of the maintaining a respectable the bills. For example, was it 
Tower residents ignored the standard of quality in morally correct for the College 
miniscule charge the R.A. education. As a matter of to eliminate the "free" 
reported it and the school fact, statistical heresay telephone service that linked 
promptly · tacked a dollar suggests that I.C. is one of the dorms together, the Cen-
charge to the bill by sending it only three colleges in the trex system? The decision to 
home. Since it seems black. destroy the system was pur- -
reasonable to ·. assume that "Profits" is a word with a posely not announced until it 
hundreds of these little devious reputation that is un- was too late for student op-
- "billings sent home" can be deserved. Profits are good for position to protest the verdict. 
processed in a short amount of the growth of the college, of Agreed, there was a great deal 
time, the- school stands to course. The much-needed of money to be saved, but it 
make a substantial profit off Business School building is an was at the expense of the 
of dorm damage, so the theory in-the-works example of students who then had to buy 
might go.· profits plowed back into_ the private service. The problem 
"All this goddam school's interest of the students. here is not that the school was 
concerned about is making But, if profits are a concerned with saving money, 
money;" the friend surmised. desirable goal on the part of but that it was concerned with 
Which brings up a more the school, the way in which money monomaniacally 
than mildly fascinating con- · they are achieved certainly enough to virtually ignore. 
cept. Yes, your alma mater is may not be. Some students student interests. 
'\ 
Pizzas and 8-ubs Delivered to 
To Your Door X 
Just Ask For FREE DRINKS 
With _your Pizzas or-Subs ! 
/' 
*F9R IC CAMPUS DELIVERY ONJL Y 
P~tigi,ts · Pi33a 
· ·.2-11 ·ELMIRA.ROAD 
- .- ~-.·, . 27Z.,7600' _ . 
. '' 
. I 
'!,: 
Another way the school 
generates profits is by collec-
ting $500 "safety deposit" at 
the inception of a student's 
freshman year. This safety 
deposit -- in effect -- represem-
ts approximately $2 mi-Ilion in 
liquid assets to be invested in 
stocks, bonds and other finan-
cial considerations. Our $500 
is our nominal return, not our 
real return. Our REAL return 
is what that $500 is actually 
worth .four years after double-
digit inflation and (as far· as 
individual concerns go) finan-
cial inactivity of the money. 
The whole point of this 
short dissertation is to defend 
the profit-motives of a school 
such as I.C. There's nothing 
wrong with making money --
on a larger scale, it's what 
makes our market-oriented 
society go 'round, for better or 
for worse. But there can be 
crime in the means by which 
money is made. Unfor-
tunately, much like the 
traveling medicine show that 
strikes and leaves town, .there 
arc many subtle ways I.C. gets 
you to pay for running this 
school, other than tuition. 
All you have to do is look 
for them. 
IRoom §electioim 
1Procedure Reviewed 
,By Peeka Bunnell 
The Room Assignment Task 
Force of Residential Life is 
submiting trtir recommen-
dations for room sign-ups to 
the Campus Life Committee 
on Novemher 30. 
It i~ necessary to review 
room sign-up procedure due to 
the increased occupancy_ of 
students on campus. Last 
year, Residential Life made a 
change in the tripling policy by 
distributing the triples 
throughout the campus. This 
change eliminated lounges and 
overcrowding in the Terraces. 
The Task Force met weekly 
to discuss possible alternatives 
for the 1982-83 academic year. 
The recommendations are : 
to increase the occupancy of a 
four-person garden apartment 
to five persons; tripled studen-
ts will benefit by in-dorm sign-
ups over squatters rights and 
reduced room charge; Hudson 
Heights apartments , .. m 
become a more attractive 
living at ,angement. 
·The Campus Life Commit-
tee will also review the 
recommendations on the lot-
tery process. The Task Force 
proposed that the computer 
randomly assign a number to 
each student choosing to live 
on campus. This will 
,Continued on a e 12 
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TAVERN 
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11,·~t l}rinks .·tn_yu:l1t>rf' 
l .r,•t1 I ,..,,,;tJk~ & Sn,foo,l 
JJ urm.fri,•n,ll_Y Atmosph,•n• 
- Si,1µ.-a-/,011µ. f~ri,l,n·&.'-.arunfoJ 9:.'J(J 
21>2 7 StA TER Vll.DJE RI). 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-7724 
Open: 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
COSTUME, CORNERS 
(formerly Old Thmgs) . 
MASQUERADE COSTUMES,TUXEDOS , 
THEATRICAL MAKE-UP -
ANTIQUE CLOTHING 
604 E.Bl!H"AtO· 
(CORNER m· STEW ARTl : 
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l . . .. , ' N ~ ,..E .-.--:-.... ~-.--,.-.;:i ...,  Prof~ Musgrave_Speak§ out 
On Supply.,.side Economic® . 
Some 8.5 million Americans were too high. These are1ust a problems. The way to main-
are unemployed, which is eight few of the few inefficiencies of tain this problem is one of 
percent of the work force demand .• , controversy. There are two 
(highest since the '74-75 , Now, the supply-side ways we know of _to try and 
recession). Sales on economists say lets look at battle inflation. The first is to 
automobiles are the lowest today. Demand has exceeded m.i_ke the market place more 
since 1958. In October, supply. (Note: there is no cotlfpetitive, so the dis~ipline 
retailers have reported th·e real supply-side theory · in the hands of the people, 
weakest sales gains of the year. because you have to work with which is essentially what the 
Sales of existing family homes both supply and demand; we Reagan Administration is 
were the lowest in September are saying which is worse.) trying, The other alternative is 
in more than six years ... What Supply-side economists say a price freeze, Professor 
is the cure for all this? there are supply shortages, Musgrave pointed out, as used 
One would think the cure productivity is down, and we in 1971 during the Nixon Ac.1-
requires severe government in- are not saving much. Usually ministration. This idea is sim-
tervention, however, the we save about five percent of ple--freeze the prices, make it 
Reagan trend has been one of our disposable income, mean- illegal to increase prices, and 
supply-side economics-- while Germany is up .to ten then let productivity catch up 
transferring from less gover- percent saving: If we don't with prices. Unfortunately it 
nment to more of a laissez- save more and invest more. didn't work in 1971 or has it 
faire doctorine. In other then the additional tax dollars ever worked in any other 
words, letting the private sec- they will get from the decrease country. So, consider the 
tor run the economy instead ot in taxes will fuel the fires of in- price freeze theory a strike. 
the government. flation. The supply-side theory looks 
Professor Frank The Reagonites' answer to questionable with the incon-
Musgrave, Chairperson of the , this is the federal reserve to sistel'!,cy (the deficit was expec-
Economics Department gave tighten up the money supply. ted at 40 billion and now is 
his opinion and explanation of They won.'t let people borrow supposed to be as high as 100 
the supply-side theory to the as much and use their restric- billion, Reagan may has to i11-
Ithacan. ted power against banks to crease taxes, and interest rate 
"I think there are a few pull in the man ins of the are now out of proportion), so 
flaws in the logic and theory, money supply. So you see, there may be another strike. 
however, I think the basic there has to be a number of However, the supply-side 
notion .of it is very sound. If things going to make this sup-
you look at what happened ply-side theory work. 
since the big push of Congress, has to buy all these 
Keynesian economics you can cuts in government spending 
see some significance. During and what not,' the federal 
that time there was an insuf- reserve will use its power, and 
ficiency of demand- thing like the A/I-Savers cer-
government was trying to in- tificates ... " 
crease government and private· The "fires of inflation" 
spending. It was our idea of Professor Musgrave talks 
spending your way out of about seem to be the main-
trouble. The idea was that all stream of the economy's 
the spending would create jobs 
and we'd get to full em-
ployment. 
Given the conditions of the 
I930's there was an insuf-
ficiency of demand--goods 
were piling up in warehouses 
and milk was dumped by far-
mers because by the time it 
reached the people, the prices 
Fireplace 
Accessories 
the iron shop 
SHRIMP 
ON THE SALAD BA~ 
theory may take· more the American people wait that 
than one administration to see . long, or can we come up with 
its effects but can, and will,. another alternative?· 
Seniors Celebrate· 
Seniors at Ithaca College are 
on their home stretch now, 
and if this past weekend were 
any indication of what is in 
store for the rest of the year, 
then it should be an exciting 
and busy 200 days. 
The North Forty was "hop-
ping" last Friday according to 
one enthusiastic senior the 
morning after. The hangover 
that showed on his face did 
not bring his spirits down. 
And then there was the 
traditional final football game 
Saturday, as the senior section 
braved a frosty South Hill 
wind and cheered wildly for 
the Bombers. Class mascot 
"Melvin" was on hand to lead 
their support. 
The weekend was wrapped 
up Sunday with a Senior Road 
Rally. Almost 20·carloads of 
confused but eager participan-
ts charted th'eir way through a 
course devised by Chris Lewis. 
Rachel Fettner, Cindy Ross, 
Cathy West and Stephanie 
Leonard took first place and 
won themselves a $5 gift cer-
tificate · complimen'ts of 
Record Town in the Pyramid 
Mall. Not far behind was 
Peeka Bunnell, Anne ,M urp);iy, 
Amy Tokarz and Diane Vac-
caro, each receiving a $5 gift 
certificate compliments of BJ 
Begleys. · 
Brad Urmston's car took 
third prize and a $2 gift cer-
tificate to Lick-It. 
Seniors agreed that the 
weekend was ·"a great suc-
cess," and look forward to 
m·ore ·senior events in the 
spring. But in the meantime, 
the next thing on the agenda is 
a Senior Class Winter Cocktail 
Party on Friday, December 
4th at the Statler Inn from 9-1 
a.m. Be there aloha! 
on the commons .. 
272-5101 . "Only a turkey slwuul. be stuffed Li.he this on Tlwnk~gi.ving." 
.~SO<> 
•FRENCH 0 GERMAN *SPANISH .. 
BOOKS 
Widest Selection 
Lowest Prices 
Special Orders 
THEBOOKERY 
Ocwill Mall 
273"-SOSS 
HICKEY'S 
201 s. TIOGA ST. 
IT,.HA_CA: N.Y. 
27~·826l ~-
THE-
Mqsic Store 
§ktv_,~ 
Wine Country 
· Restaurant 
Phone 607-272-6484 
''., · Enjoy Our Harvest of · ·:·; 
Fine Local Wines 
in New York State's 
Most Beautiful Setting. . 
. ' 
WEEKDAYS Dinner is served-
from 5 - 10 PM. · 
WEEKENDS until 11 PM. Party 
arrangement on request. 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON Dinner 
begins at 2 PM ... 
(Senior Citizens 10% Discount) 
DIRECTIONS: · 
Located on Route 13.-3 miles 
south of downtown Ithaca. 
Only 30 minutes from Elmira 
or 1 ~our from- Syracuse. 
There's a better way to g_~t ___ 
.. . :~'1ere_ this·Thanksgivi~ga. 
'·-·· .,. -. .. __ ,._. • _,--=- ,. "r • ,. f 1·.1.. " ~. l· , . .., .• -. • '• ,.- • 
· Greyhound is going your way· with trouble-free, economical -· 
service. You can leav~ directly from. campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And · 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room 
for carry- on bags. . , . 
So next trip, go with ~e ride you cart rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Friday Ithaca, NY 
Syracuse 
NewYork 
Hempstead 
Sundaj Hempstead 
NewYork 
Syracuse Ithaca. 
Lv 12:30p 12:S5p 3;10p 3:15p 3:40p 
Ar 2:20p . 4:35p 
Ar. 5:30p 8:1Sp 
Ar · 6:SOp- 9: 1 Op 
LV 8;45a. 11:30a · 2:4Sp 
. Lv 12:0lp ,3:00p · 
lv ·' , . · 4:00p" 
~r 3:0Sp,- 5:10p __ 8:20p ·1:30p 5:SSp 
. For collllell...l.~t ~ally ll;9rVlce and complete Information call 272-7930, - · 
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Viet Nam. Awareness Week 
By Allison B. Wahl 
A series of events examining 
the Viet Nam War took place 
thi~ past week. Among these 
events wa~ a selection of films 
~hown for three day~ in the 
Gannett Center called 
"Vi~ions of War". Thi\ in-
cluded major work, on film. 
and video. Local arti~t\, Dan 
Reeve,. a graduate of Ithaca 
COiiege Cinema Department . 
in I 976. and Phillip Mallory 
Jone~. exerntive director of 
Ithaca Video Project~, both 
contributed their works. 
"Vision~ of War" included 
the films, Smothering Dreami:;, 
Soldiers of a Recent and 
J<'orgotlen War, The Anderson· 
Platton, The War at Home, 
and Hearts and Minds. · 
"What happened during the 
war at home and ahroad?" 
People claim to be aware 01· 
the Viet Nam War. but ar!,! 
they really? Wa~n't the war 
taken too lightly? Why arc the 
veteran~ not · given the 
recognition of thrn.c in World 
War I and II. One ~oldier 
claims, "Everytime I tell them 
what wa~ going on, they think 
I'm crazy." Arc we afraid of 
the "cra7y veterans of Nam"? 
Today, people don't want to 
talk about it. They choo~e to 
sweep it under the rug with the 
rest of the dust and cobweb'>. 
It all began with a young boy 
playing war. What act1ially 
\ 
·Underway 
has begun?· "We played it by ' 
the book." To a child. war i~ 
in the movie~ and played with 
guns and chcrrybombs. A 
child ha~ no idea of what this 
actual viblehcc means. Whlm 
I wa~ in elementary school, ·1 
recall having air raid drill~. I 
med to hate them, having no 
idea what they were. We were 
startled in our classroom by an 
awful bu11ing sound which we 
were sure the teacher had cx-
pC'ctcd. The students filed into 
the hall and grovelled on· the 
floor in a tucked position. our 
heads agaimt the wall and our 
hands over our heads. It 
~eemed ~illy to me. My biggest 
concern was that my under-
wear was showing from 
beneath my._ dres·s, and the 
teachers pacing· the · halls 
would sec them. Even though 
my head was again.<.t the cold 
. -concrete wall, I could hear the 
teacher's whispers- a.<. they 
checked to sec that everyone'.<. 
head was covered. I never un-
dcr~tood why they didn't have 
to drop-to the ground with m. 
Thi.<. was in the late 60's, 
and even then the ,var seemed 
far out or reach. As a pupil, I 
had no idea what was hap-
pening, nevertheless. I was a 
hit scared. In my crouched 
position, I waited for 
something to happen, 
although I had no idea what. 
Herc we were in the USA, in 
Panel Discussion: Ari a Political Statement Cammy Walter 
our shelterer.I home.<.. reading 
articles about a war millions of 
miles away. Husbands, frien-
ds, relative.<., and brothers 
were over there. but after the 
nightmare er.Jed. it was only a 
dream. 
"Over there, ovC'r there. send 
a pravcr 
Send a word, send a word to 
beware 
We're corning over, we're 
corning over 
And we won't come back til 
it's over. over there" 
To the fighting forces, 
however, it is a vivid memory. 
. "The night of the living 
dead." Maybe it wa~ a 
mi<;til,ke to get involved," says 
the dvilian. But for the vetean 
it wil be with them forever, 
·both mentally and possibly 
physically, perhaps losing 
both arms and legs. 
After the war, what has 
happened? It's different for 
everyone ... · 
"I'm sick of being labelled as 
a Vietnam Veteran. 
You get the money ·and that's 
all. I just want to forget it." 
"I got put in 1976 and I have 
no recollection until 1978." 
"I am who I am because of the 
service. My values were 
altered; death, friendship and 
self." 
"Kill those mothers'!" 
The average person has no 
idea what a battle is like. 
"Visions of War" helped to 
show reactions toward the Viet 
Nam War and included actual 
footage. There were students 
for peace and rallies at 
Wa.<.hington, D.C. There were 
cries of .<.oldicrs for help. Af-
ter having_ been hit, one soldier 
remarks, "My first thought 
was my girl. She's_ going to 
kill me. Who cares! I'm 
dieing on this shitty piece of 
ground." The president 
claims, "We must be ,trong." 
· but he's not on the battlefield. 
Who was responsible. John-
son for getting us involved. 
Nixon for getting us out? Was 
Johnson a murderer? Wasn't 
every soldier a murderer? 
Ithaca College conducted 
many event~ which helped to 
remember the horror of the 
war. "Sticks and Bones," a 
play directed by Sally Rubin. 
was shown in the Dillingham 
Center. "The Viet Nam Pic-
ture Book" was displayed by 
Mark Jury in the Gannett Cen-
ter along with- "Visions oC 
War." Panel discussiom. and 
writings were shared with 
those who took the time to 
· show their interest. 
Hopefully, everyone' par-
ticipated in some of these 
events, bringing us closer to 
the way it was and the way it i~ 
todc1y. 
--
,· ... ··. 
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DiScusses Incest: 
The Ultimate Taboo 
by Debbie 'Green 
Sixty to seventy concerned 
people attended a lecture by 
Ka.therine Brady Monday 
night at the Ford Hall 
auditorium. Katherine Brady, 
the author of Father's Day 
was brought to Ithaca College 
through the SAB Speakers 
Committee. Ms. Brady has. 
been touring the country 
giving lectures on incest, rape, 
and women's rights, which is 
the basis of her book. 
Father's Day is an 
autobioi;raphical story of her , inform people with this· 
incestual relationship with her problem tnat they . are not 
father. · alone, and that ·there is a way 
She is rtow very open about of coping with an inces'tual ex-
her years of paternal op- perience. 
pression from ages eight to ~he disclosed a number of 
eighteen. She has learned af-. shocking statistics including 
ter many years and thousands that one in ten families in 
of dollars worth of therapy to America are incestual; and 
·deal with and·open up about half of the thousands of rapes 
her surpressed emotions. She · occuring· in our country in-
and both her parents were · volve victims under eighteen 
recently guests of the Phil -- years old, and in 25 percent of 
Donahue Show discussing this those cases the victim is under 
touchy issue. Brady's aim is to1 twelve. She does see incest as 
Culture at Cornell 
by Katie O'Reilly teresting and informative. In December 13. 
There are several cultural addition, the Museum has a The exhibits change each 
events open and offered to the permanent collection which is month and. each show op~_ns 
Ithaca Community. It is particulary strong in Asian Art with a private· reception for 
noteworthy :hat in a town our and paintings from the 19 and the members of the Museum. 
size we have numerous 20 century with a large section Students are invited to become 
Theaters, well known Theater devoted to graphic arts. members at twenty-five dollars 
groups, The Ithaca Ballet, This month the Museum is a year. Membership privileges 
galleries and our own exhibiting a special collection include invitations · to recep-
Museum. of Seventeenth century Italian tions and free calendars and 
The Herbert Johnson prints from the Sopher collec- catalouges. The Museum is 
Museum of Art, located on the tion, on the first level which regulary open Tuesday 
Cornell Campus is a fairly new will be shown through Decem- through Sunday from lOam-
addition to the community. ber 20 when the Museum will 5pm, and admisG::m is always 
Built in 1973 by the world close until January. In ad- free. The Johnson Museum 
Renoun architect I.M.Pei, the dition, the second level is of- has something for everyone: 
Museum is "a powerful con- fering an exhibit entitled Prin- everything form before Christ 
crete building which com- ts for Purchase, showing Mosaic s to contempQry photo 
plements the architecture and through November 22. Splen- silk screen. The museum is 
vistas of the· traditional cam- dors of the Sohites, also there for our benefit, and we 
pus". Although the museum showing on the second l~vel is should all be encouraged to 
has not been in existence that an "exhibition of Master_ take advantage of it:: 
long, it has offered a variety of pieces of art excavated in 
exhibits which are both in- .,,.. Soho" being shown until · 
Stationmaster -
Joe Ciascht's 
unique restaurant 
FOR RESER\'.tTIO.\'S Pl.EASE PHONE 
Z7Z0 2E30S 
~STEAKS 
o PRIME RIBS 
• LOBSTER 
& MANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS 
ENTREES-
THE WAmNC ROOM/ 
THE BACCACE ROOM/ 
LOCATED IN THE FORMER RAILROAD PASSENGER THE TICKET OFFICE 
STATION ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARD AT THE COCKTAIL LOUSGE 
FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST BAJ\'Ql''fu ~:f!LITIES 
Make yOur room an Oasis. 
\ 
0 T rop1cal Plants and Lush Hanging Plants 
° Fresh. Silk. and Dried Flowers 
PLUS Bamboo. wicker and rattan chairs .. 
table's. hampers. baskets. blinds. mirrors. 
Decorating accessories. 
Dinnerware .. mugs 
c.1nd many exciting gifts! 
THE .. 
·. -PLAN~ION 
a form of rape. 
Ms. Brady strongly urges 
women to fight back, and not 
consider themselves as weak 
anPas the property of men. 
Ms. Brady has had a trying 
and very interesting life. After 
having a superficial relation-
. ship with her family, a ten year 
marriage which was just as 
superficial, a messy divorce 
and child custody case she is a 
at p.resent living openly and 
happily with her · two 
daughters and her female 
. \ ' ... 
"spouse". In her lectur~ she 
was blunt and almost arrogant 
about the experiences stre has 
had, and her present 
philosophy on life. She wac; 
very willing to . answer 
questions from the audience, 
and seemed to really enjoy 
telling her story in detail. Ms. 
Brady said, "after years of 
having my father tell me not to 
tell anybody - especially not 
my mother -- I decided to gef 
revenge by telling the whole 
world through Father's Day.'' 
-Herbert Johnson A;t N!useu·m -. ·· 
on the Cornell Campus 
Skin.Deep 
In supple suede 
shot with silver .. 
From a collecti9n 
of Suede sepa-
rat~ and evening . 
wear by Shelagh 
Voghel Ex~lusively 
for·: 
, HSllJ~ . 
:()IJffl·J_ '. 
UPSTl\lRS'·: -
--.Emp~rluD:i Bldg. 
11s~_TheEommons ·. iMON~~we,t. · · · · 
:sat.·:1o~s:Jo; · A - 114IthacaCommans•273-7231 
., Th~rs., F.rL till 9 p.m:•Sunday 11-4:-
. -· 
~~----~---------.....;. ..... ._ ...... ~ 
:. ;Thu,s~·&\Fri. -10.;9 · ~-
;'~; aoion WITH Tlll$-AdTill Nov~··ZOth·'!:: .. 
\ 
'· ~ '' -·' ,. ' . ': \ ,. ~ I '' 
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Dro~gos Play 
by Sandy Broverman 
Like many others, have 
always fe_lt that th_s: quality of 
music was at its peak in tht! 
60's, and has been recessing 
ever since. \ 
Like many jazz lovers, Dead 
Heads, folkies, and country-
bumpkins, I have always tur-
, ned my ears off whenever I 
heard the words, "New 
Wave." 
Therefore, like many music 
lovers, I have always sensed 
that New Wave music lacked 
substance, color and 
creativity, and that it has been 
coasting down the recessional 
curve of music quality. 
However ... probing these 
generalizations which I had-
formed, I decided to go to the 
Rongovian Embassy Sunday 
night to experience · The 
D.rongos. The Drongos, 
Richard Kennedy, Jean 
McAllister, Tony McMaster, 
and Stan Mitchell, :;ire four 
musicians from New Zealand 
whose music has been 
somewhat classified as "New 
Wave." 
As I entered the Rongo, I 
was expecting to hear dry, !lat, 
and pounding music, but was 
pleasantly surprised with the 
contrary. 
Expecting to see a "punked 
out" crowd dressed for a 
masquerade party, I was 
welcomed. by a somewhat 
newly enlightened crowd. . 
Expected to sit at the bar 
and struggle thr~ugh the 
evening, I was shocked to 
realize that I couldn't help 
myself from -dancing and 
having a great time. 
Although the Drongos have 
the ~ppearance, '"tempo, and 
musical mood· of the New 
Wave style, their music is· 
much spicier, and more ver-
satile., Incorporating 
everything from reggae, to 
country, southern rock, jazz, 
and blues in their com-
positions, their eclecticism is 
similar to that of the past 
Zobo F.ur.n Band which 
Ithacans may remember. 
Presenting a bit of worldly 
culture, the Drongos were a 
welcomed change of pace. 
To those who already like 
New Wave music, The 
Drongos should suit your fan-
cy. 
To those who still feel com-
pelled to "turn off your ears" 
.. 
to music classified as New 
Wave, The Drongos' live per-
formance is an enlightening 
one. The Drongos are not 
"New Wave", but-, are "New 
Rock." Although I still 
believe in the music of the 
60's, and the jazz and folk of 
by Kevin O'Neill 
When one thinks of the term 
"cartoon" the casual movie 
goer usually thinks of either 
Walt Disney and/or Saturday 
morning. In each case the un-
derlying theme has always 
been an appeal to juvenile 
tastes. Within the last decade 
certain mavericks in the in-
dustry have tried to bridge the 
gap that existed between the 
mature viewer and the car,-
toon. Ralph Bakshi (Fritz the 
Cat, American Pop) is usually 
considered to be the father of 
the modern cartoon, com-
bining sex, social issues, and 
graphic violence with the hand 
drawn image, But Mr. 
Bakshi's films have never been 
HAND KNIT SWEATERS 
FROM:M·EXICO & ECUADOR 
(C !/:;~?ff_t~f tr~-
_.:· 
-~ 
(' ,,,·.·-·-
/ 
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modern day, The Drongos 
have rc!dndled an outgrown 
sense of rock and roll. 
surpriscrl After all, with a 
con ti nut effort, The 
Drongos ! the potential of 
However, it is up to you to 
decide for yourself. The 
Drongos should be back in the 
area in a few weeks. Lend 
them you ear. You may be 
becoming tnc John, Paul 
George, and Ringo of the 
1980's. 
, 
extremely popular with the The film does offer two very 
public because, it seems (to funny episodes ("Den", a 
coin a phrase fro{ll one Cap- young bookworm iurned into 
tain Sternn) he lacked "an a huge muscular hero and the 
angle." trial of Captain Stcrnn, 
Well Heavy Metal has an ultimate intergalactic bad 
angle. Director Gerald Patter- guy.) and a menagerie of 
ton has gathered together beautiful women, violence. 
some of Canada's top and sex. 
animators to bring to life Taken for what it offers 
images from one of today's Heavy Metal is an hour :md a 
most popular adult magazines, half of good entertainment. If 
"Heavy Metal." The film you up for the 5omctimes 
carries the same title and con- graphic sex an.d violence 
sists of six short stories tied (somewhat softened by the 
together within a vague con- cartoon image) it is a worth-
cept of universal evil. This while movie. Not the 
weak plot line along with an monument in animation it 
inconclusive episode about a could have been, Heavy Metal 
doomed B-17 crew arc the docs have an "angle", its a 
film's only major drawbacks. good time. 
'0~ 
you go tomy bead. 
FOR YOUR NEXT .HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
cu-i:s. HJ:NNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
AIRY CEtnARY 
/ 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
"To Keer Your Sr,irib Up" 
CLOSEST LJQUOR S1DRE 
TOI.C. CAMPUS 
2 I 8 ON THE COI\1MONS 
"i"raturin~ thr Finr~I Srlrction of N.\'. St:tll' Wim•.," 
Afternoon 
DELIVERIES 
~. ),, ........ :!•. 
Ftt1tun nq 
frf sh~ 
llicaUv 
l/ ralV11 
'1'-..,c ,• -~", L J - •, -~i ,•, 
:.': \-,r~+1t·oduce 
· ·c=1~'\"v1rr "'--' l l 
_?,73 ~ ~) ~ ( 1..."'l 
.. -.. 
'• ,-
272-2111 · 
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at· the Pub STAR) ~ )~ I3:4 
By Jimmy Greene 
On Thursday, November 5, 
WVIC-lthaca College's radio 
station, held its first WVIC 
Night at the Ithaca College 
Pub. WVIC along with the 
pub arra~ged a night full of 
music and entertainment. The 
radio station began playing its 
music at around 9 p.m. a:nd 
continued for around two and 
a'half hours. The pub also gqt 
into the spirit of the evening 
by having several food 
specials. WVIC entertained 
the crowd with disc jockey 
Ray Noone. Ray got everyone 
into the mood by playing some 
Rolling Stones, Foreigner, 
Moody Blues~ Doors, and 
much more. WVIC will be 
back again· at the pub tonight, 
November 12, with disc jockey 
Barry Shapiro. Barry hopes to 
continue the success of WVIC 
Night at the pub. Barry said, 
"I hope I'm able to get 
everyone as involved in the 
night, as Ray did." 
Engineer for the evening, 
Eric Gerstein said, "Everyone 
that atende~. the evening had. 
a really great time, -we're~ '* 
hoping to do the same ~ · FOR THE WEEK · t!l>,.. 
tonight." WVIC will start ~ ,.,w 
playing music, and your Aries - (March 21 - April 19) ~4 
requests tonight at~ p.m. The cfz Dress for the weather. Your * 
station will also be giving away cfz susceptability to colds this week * 
some discount movie· passes cfz is great. 
and posters. The station plans .& Taurus - (April 20 - May _20) * 
on being at the pub again after :: The challenge you need awaits· * 
Thanksgiving and hopefully ~ you. Attack and enjoy. * 
next semester, said WVIC cfz Gemini - (May 2r - June 21) 
promotion director, ;; Jeff ~ Love and romantic memories are !t 
Greenwald. . -ft. soon to be made. 7 
:; Cancer - (June 22 - July 22) Hit' * 
-!to thmile. ~ghtlife scene. · Toe moon is * 
~ s mgatyou._ * 
-----------------------------------~ Virgo - (August 23 - September 
ft.O//f"!'- ""'1 °'eu 23) Work today, or tomorrow t 
--
Next we~k, starting Novem-
ber 17, Aurand Harris' version 
of Androcles and the Lion will 
be playing at Ithaca College's 
Dillingham Center for per-
forming arts. Produced by 
Theta Alpha Phi, The 
national honorary dramatic 
fraternity, it is the only show 
shown in The Ithaca College 
Theater Season, entirely cast, 
directed and produced by 
students. 
story of several conflicts. An-
drocles, a good-natured 
Roman slave, wins his 
freedom from his miserly 
master but not before helping 
Isabella escape from the im-
prisonment of her guardian 
befriending a hurt lion and 
facing a beast in the arena. 
Senior acting major Tom 
Marion will direct the produc-
tion which stars junior acting 
major Neil Gussardo as An-
drocles, senior acting major 
John Dileo as pantalone, 
sophomore acting/voice 
major Diana -Georger as 
Isabella, junior music major 
Ted Keegan as Lelia, 
sophomore acting major Tim 
"Androcles and the Lion" 
is a musical comedy based on 
an old Aesops fable. The play 
is a comedy of wit and good 
humor which proclaims the 
message "every man must be 
free to himself," within a· : 
Cliine5e 
W. Stafe StrP('I 
GW for Graduate Study: 
Health Services Administration 
Thinking about your future'! 
Consider this: 
By the year I 990, projected expenditures for health 
care in the United States will surpass S821 billion-an 
increase of 332% over 1980. 
This kind of growth means career opportunities for 
individuals interested in health services administration. 
At George Washington University you can earn a Master 
of Health Services Administration which prepares you for 
rcsponsihle positions in Health Policy and Planning, 
Hospital Administration, Ambulatory Care, Long-Term 
Care, Finance, Personnel Management, Materials 
Management, Marketing, Health Services Research, and 
Health Information Systems. 
GW"s graduate program in health services· administration, 
one of the largest and most respected in the nation, 
combines a rigorous academic curriculum with a 
challenging field experience at a cooperating institution 
such as a hospital, long-term care facility or government 
:1gency. 
For more information about the 
program, contact: 
Depr. of Health Services Admlnislration 
School of Government and Business . 
Administration 
George Washington University 
Washington, D.C. 20052 
12021676-8212 
\ 
C"~ ~ will haunt you. · 7 
<>~ libra - (September 23 - October * 
<>~ 23) Take some time to remem- ~'° 
~ her old .friends. Letter-writing ~ 
c,; will be rewarding. ~ 
<>~ . Scorpio - (October 24 - Novem- ~ ~'° 
<>~ her 21) Beware of telephone ell.... 
~ calls after 10:00 p.m. They may ~= 
~ bring bad news. ~ 
Sagitarius - (November 22 - ~4 
Cordes as Captain and ~ . . December 21) · Love is in the ~ 
sophomore acting major An- ..Jt, ~~ 
thony Razzano as Lion. ~ making. May it ~loom like a * 
Androcles and the Lion, the ~ ~ricom . (December 22 . * 
fifth production in the Ithaca ~ January 19) The sunshine shines *, 
Co~le~e Theater Season will ~ on your so_cial life, but beware ~ 
run\_ from November 17 - ~ 
tl\rough the 21 "with perfor- c:fi after-dark. ~ 
mances beginning at 8:15 p.m. ~ Aquarius · (January 20 - ~-February 18) Music is the key ~--
Tickets will go on sale one ~ d "' h" k K ~ 
week prior to the performance~ wor ior t is wee . eep your ~"'° 
at $2.50 for students and -ct- ,~ attuned. * 
senior citizens and $3 .50 ~ _ ~ - (Febi:uary 19 · March 20) . _ ~ 
general· admission. For fur-~ _ The stars shi_ne on your talents. 
ther information call The~ You are admired. . . · * 
Dillingham Box Office.~~~~~ 1i' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~+~~~~~ti' 
... .a.lA,IGIVING BUSES 
To NYC AREA $35 iouNDTRIP 
NEW STREAMLINED SYSrEM 
GO EXPRESS FROM ITHACA COLLEGE TO : 
'.Port Authority, NYC 
Roosevelt Field; L.I. 
X-County Mall, Westchester 
DEPARTURE DATES: 
ERIDAY, NOVo 20 THRO· WEDNESDAY, NOV. 25 
RETURN: 
SUND.Ar, NOV. 29 @ 2:00 p~mo 
GO WITH EXPERIENCE 
STVDENT: AGENCIES, IN Co 
SINCE 1894 _ 
TICK'ETS ON .. SA·LE-Now·· AT 
STUDENT AGENCY OFFiCE 
r • - , 
-409 COLLEGE·AVE. ·212~2000 
/ 
,. -
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VOLUNTEER 
·s I G l\l .. UP . 
?LE,\I';:: C.'\:L (''i \\[. 
:li:LS':,;:-;-: Sr::L::..S ;-..:,.;c. OR AfTII..L,TI0:-1S 
I ,vOCLD LIKE TO HELP: 
3nd coord.i.na:.•.:! Eu t;.i?:e 3ct1,,1:.ies 
THE ITHACAN 
• 
establish an information resources center 
do menial but necessary tasks 
other (your suggestion) 
CONGRESSIONAL VISITS 
The November 11 Convocation is organizing v1s1ts to Congressmen 1n 
c~e1r heme districts dur.i.ng 1ntersess1on. The purpose of the visits 
is to br:ng t~e concerns of the November 11 Convocation to the attention 
of t~e Congressman, 3nd to 3Sk him or her to consider a number of 
specific steps to reduce the threat of nuclear war. 
I: you are interested in be1n.g a member of the delegation v1s1t1ng 
yo~r Congressman during intersession, please complete the form below. 
Eacn delegat:on will be organized by students, faculty and staff from 
the c~~puses holding November 11 Convocations living in a given 
Congressional D1s:.rict. 
Home Address 
City State 
Home telep~one n~~ber 
Congressicnal District or Congressman, ~f ~nown 
I 3..c ·,nl.l:.ng to: 
~ar~.i.ci?a:.e in t~e Congressional Visit Program 
be a "TJe::ibc:r o: O"'" campus coordinatinc; committee 
:~r orcaniz:nc t~e 01s:t :n ~~ 
o~; Ccnc;r~ssional Distric~ 
Can you feel the draft the close connections between 
breathing down your neck? ' registration, a "real draft", 
The Central Committee for and mobilization for war. 
Conscientious Ojectors warm "The pos_ition argued by the 
that the reinstatement of draft government's lawyers and 
inductions may be closer than adopted by Justice Rehnquist 
you think. flatly contradicts the bland 
"The resumption of draft public relations statment of 
registration for 18-year-olcl Selective Service that 
male\ makes it very imponant registration and "the draft" 
that all American t.hink arc. altogether different 
through their beliefs about tht propositions," said Gold-
problems of ,-.:ar and ihe berger. 
draft," said Larry Spears, During the oral argument of 
Director of CCCO's Youth the case, Solicitor General 
Campaign. - Wade H. McCree, Jr. admit-
Also, the Supreme Court ted that "you· can't separate" 
rulea on June 25 that the questions of registration 
registering men but not and the draft. The Court 
women for the draft does not described r~istration as "the 
violate the U.S. Constitution. ·nrst step 'in a united and con-
According to Pref. Peter tinuous process designed to 
Goldberger, an attorney and raise an army speedily an cf-
teacher at the Villanova ficiently.'" · · 
University School of ·Law, CCCO is also concerned by' 
Villanova, PA, "This decision what it perceives as President 
brings us a step closer both to Ronald Reagan's retreat from 
proscl.'.ut ions of . non- his 1980 statement of op-
n:gist rants and to resumption position to .d,raft registration. 
l)f dr.aft inductions." The ex-' "The increasing likelihood 
clusion of women from of a draft,' 1 said Spears; "is 
rcc.istration will make it easier causing concern for a growing 
fo~.- Congress to reinstate the number of .. high school and 
.!raft., . college students." 
One i;orisequcncc of · the With the elimination of 
Cuurt 's decision, 1.1omrnented · student deferment in the mid-
Goldbcrger. is that it should '70's, the . classification 
r~·nHwe anv doubcs that available to the greatest num-
anyonc may have had about ber of young people is con-
scientious objection. A con-
scintioµs objector is someone 
who is opposed to par-
ticipating in war on the basis 
,r deeply held moral, ethical, 
-0r religic us beliefs. During 
the time of a draft, anyone 
recognized by their draft 
board as a conscientious ob-
Jector would then serve two 
years doing -alternate civilian 
service. 
Spears state that over 27,000 
draft-age individuals have 
already registered with CCCO 
throt gh its conscientious ob-
jector card. "These car.ds are 
available, free of charge; from 
ccco, - P .. o, Box . .1579~, 
Philadelphia, PA 1.9103. They 
simply state ·•Because of· my· 
beliefs about war, I am op-
posed to ·participating in the 
military.'" 
"The usefulness of this 
card," commented Spears, "is 
that it provides a record of an 
individual's opposition to war. 
This CO card will h_elp to 
demonstrate to the military 
that hundreds of thousands of 
young people will not serve in 
the armed forces. Support for 
consci~ntjqijs objection; along 
with the large J1Umber· of non~ 
registrants and ,the vocal anti-
draft · movement 111ay help tc:i 
deter Congress · · ·from 
estabijshing a peace-time 
draft." 
0 
. ,. 
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Continued from page 5 
eliminate the long lines of the 
lottery and any cheating that 
occurs during the process. 
· The Room Assignment Task 
Force is working on "cleaning 
up" the room selection 
procedure in order to benefit 
the students. 
The Campus Life- Commit-
tee will renew these recom-
mendations and make their 
decisions by December.· 
Information of the final 
decisions will be com-
municated through the 
Residential Life Office by 
January 15. Any immediate 
questions should by addressed 
to Bill Perkins, director of 
housing operations, Residen-
tial Life. 
~~~ 
ACROSS 
1 Succor 
5 Weakens 
9 KQOCk 
12 Sandarac 
tree 
13 Dillseed 
14 Guido's high 
note 
15 Sandy waste 
17'Pronoun 
18 Deface 
19 Couple 
21 Blouse 
23 Sieve 
27 Exists 
28 Listened to 
29 Edible seed 
31 Drunkard 
34 Babylonian 
deity 
35 Weirdest 
38 Proceed 
39 Arid 
41 Lair 
42 Crown 
44 Printer's 
measure 
46 Chose 
48 Killed 
51 Dusky 
52 Pronoun 
53 Exclamation 
55 Scoffs 
59Hostetry 
60Wigwam 
62 Exact 
63 Foottike part 
64 Man's name 
66 Rational 
DOWN, 
1 Possessed . 
2 Before 
3 -.. Vegas . 
4 Make ready · 
5 Glossy fabric 
Continued from page 4 
dreds of resumes. New grads 
must possess direction, con-
tacts, creative job hunt skills, 
a willingness to relocate, and 
basic interpersonal competen-
cies. For many _com-
munication students athe 
combination of these factors 
plus an academic exposure to 
computer science, business, 
writing, and speaking will 
enhance job hunts efforts. 
The Career Planning Office 
can assist students at any 
phase of the job search, 
whether it is deciding on a 
major like communications, 
or developing a resume to 
break into the market in 
Dallas. The first step is to 
check out our services hy 
visiting the office, located on 
the ground floor of the 
library. 
I ne column of "The 
Market Considered" will in-
vestigate careers in Allied 
Health Professions; the alter-
natives and the growth in this 
versitile market. 
(Research conducted by Liz 
Goldfeder and Linda Mowry) 
6 Article 
7 Church 
bench 
8 Fret 
'g Negligent 
10 Woe word 
11 Separate 
16 Made incur-
sioAs 
20 Grumbled 
22 Three-toed 
sloth 
23 Lean-to 
24 Rip 
25 Sun god 
26 Female ruff 
30 Abaft 
32 Monster 
33 Scurvy one 
36 Legal mat-
ters 
37 Parking haz-
·ards,. 
40 Longs for 
CROSS 
WORD 
I?UZZB.JE 
FROM COl:-LEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
43 Near 
45 Scale note 
47.Endures 
48 Vessel 
49 Unaspii-ated 
50 Memoran-
dum 
54 Layer 
56 Time period 
57 Hurry 
5~ Diocese 
61 Negative 
,. 
~ovember il, ~981 
To Scottie, Munch. and fc,to, 
Hop~ you had a pleasant 'weekend in 
214. ' 
Jill 
Congratulations to the J.C. Women's 
Ffold_ Hockey team ,for winning 
regional~. 
Jill 
To my favoriic first grader. 
I was glad that we were able to spend 
~omctime toge1hcr. I hope we can do 
it again soon--can I give you a hug? 
Love alwav~. 
A Friend · 
To M&M and Wondcrnurse, 
THE ITHACAN 
Jani and George, 
Mrs. Carnerc•n, 
Congratulation~ on a job wen done!! 
Will you name your firs1born after 
me?'?Doublc wedding in two year~. if 
all goes well?? 
Love. 
Mrs. Cameron 
Ace Detective~: 
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Thanx for daddy's samples! They 
were great, and now I owe you one! 
Till the next time we boogie wiih the 
blowdrycrs-
-r 
Goody, , 
One good back rub d,•scrvc, another! 
Get the hint? Dinner·~ on mom. your 
Maria and Vicki, 
Thanks for the psychoanalysis ses~ion 
Friday afternoon. I couldn't have 
. ~urvived without it!! Same time next 
week?? Afterall. my problems a;c 
ncverending!! 
The pany was great-if. only we could 
remember! Looking forward to our 
next onc~-arcn't you?! 
Mc 
Take your phone gimmicks off the 
line. They're a waste of your money 
and of my time. Evcrytime I cal! it 
seems Cheryl does too, or a computer 
answers instead of you. I wish you 
luck in surviving the Ohio State Game, 
Micm. will win "for ~urc" but Lam-
bda Chi won't be the same. Sean's 
friends arc so wild. the women they 
will seek, long after they're gone, your 
room will still reek, when ti,<! weekend 
i~ over, you'll be glad that they're 
gone, from the T.C. crowd you're 
lucky you got Scan. He's my self-
ccntercd, Irish, egotistical bo. Why l 
still love him, you'll never know. So 
lake care of yourselves and have lots 
of fun, and don't forget Go Blue 
Football is second to none. 
Thursday is approaching, and we all 
lsnow what !hat mean,!! A li1tle 
Zoom Schwartz Bafigliono. 89cr',, 
Jeff. Randy--thc hot dace, and 
another wild nitc! ! 
. pick the p\acc-
H and Ki, 
Jerk face 
Love, 
Patti 
Ann-
Now that we've gotten rid of the other 
two, ~hould we go crazy?? Here's to 
us and a wild weckend ... ATO??'? 
Geel,. 
Dear John. 
To the 27th. 
9ct psyched for those DKE dates . 
Thanks Li\al,.id! It'll be wild. 
ILY. 
Suff 
S.B. and K-
Dccp dish pina, 5 pitchers of beer, ice 
cream and holding up a Friehopcr 
true(.. for chocolate chip cool,.ics ... do 
you thin(.. 1herc's a diet book in thi~ 
somewhere? It was a dc!iciou~ night-
lct'~ do it again ~oon! 
Love. 
p 
Sue 
Holli~-
Thanks for the carnation! It 
brightened up a ho-hum Sunday. Get 
p,ychgcd for turl.cy vacation-party, 
pany, party! 
!LY, 
Doris Happy 19th Birthday! Have a great 
day and enjoy yourself. ==c;:;;:1r:;:I~=-============ 
Love. PJ' ? D , To Lisa G-
- , · on t turn off the lights' N b Your favority junior 26-2-8 · · Thank, for the cupcakd ovcm er~ 
P.S. I want you! arc great! 
================================::; ThcNov 19th ~i,tcr 
Dear Nance and Mari,. 
How ,1bou1 a few Dorita,. ,omc ~mm-
tic,. and a li1tlc caml~c corn? It ,ure 
beat, Macke!! 
Lo\'c ya. 
,, .. , 
Dear Sha-may. 
Your last game "a' a success! \Va, it 
To Bucket Number 26, 
I got everything i need almo~t 
I got everything i need almo,1 TO: Piller, Penny. Inc,. Rawbcrta. 
But i don't got you Phil. Sharon. Lisa, Cat In. Mall. 
And you're the thing I need the mo,t- Steves and other friend,; · 
Love your SwcN Pea Thank, for ~omc ,pccial ,urpnsc,! 
P.S .. 1 chink I could DIG you forever. The Co<l. the ~enior ,cc1ion. the 40. 
Stick thi, in your wallet. rollin~ <lown hill,. champa[!nc. ,111-
================ pri,er. carch. rum. lhc ki1d1cn floor 
a last game or <lit! you mi,, hall of it? Pizzahca<l: "Jamming. zig-lagging 
Mc and a little bit of leg action" to name a 
am! unlimi\ed O.T.C. fun! Year! [[', 
great! 
================= few. Maybe this weekend. 
Jim 
Love. 
your roomic Poo MEK. C'indy. I didn't rcali,c you were ,o !',Ood with 
================ a l,.nifc!! Should I heware?'?? I I-now. 
Hc;cs to Thur,day! 
Ace 
Donna. 
Happy Birthday! So how old arc you? 
Oh no; robbing the cradle much!! 
Just rcmcmber-(That·~ what I like 
about you) 
Love alway,, 
J.T. 
To the two football wive~ and my wild 
and cra7v roomatc-
Damn lud.y to have met you guy, this 
vear. We've all had ,omc great times 
,o far. Loohing forward to many. 
many 111orc. I love you guv,. 
p P. 
To the "D" of "SAD". 
HcyGoody-
Lets make a deal. One good bacl.rub 
in exchange for a dinner. What do ya 
~ay? 
Hand K. 
Jerk face 
Karcn-
Ro,c, arc red. violet'> arc blue. what 
am I going to do, with you-know-
who? 
Love. 
Cra,y on lhe 2nd t1oor 
Sue-
After the drive, at'ler 1hc ,,-rc;im,. ar-
w1 the ,ore throat. then wh;:t? Smile,? 
Could he a po~,ihility! Thank, for 
u11tkr,1anding! 
Low. 
you-h now-who 
Close the ~hade,. lock 1he <loor. =============== 
Marv. Mary, quilc eontrary. 
Ho\\: doc, your garden grow? 
prc1cnd you're 1101 home and I'll owe 
you another dmnc1 How 'bout a 
hug? 
-wo1i1an 
1oomie-
An: we ready lo musical wonis yet'/ 
wonder if th<.: girl\ down 1he halt will 
oblige? A good mid ,h01,er will 
loo,en all of that tcn,ion in ,·our 
nc,!.! 
\\'ilh ,itvc1 bell, aml c·ocklc ,hc\h and 
!28', all in a row! 
lwha-Jovc. me 
<.inuld,. 
I guaranlee thal anv othe1 4 am , 1,i1, 
will be ,u,·,·e,,tul. Trv again 
Tedtlv Fravd-Have ,ou ,!cpl in ·the closet lately'? 
Yo11 ,houk\ tr~ the ha1hroorn next! 
Lmc. Tobin. I better watch my moulh .... aflc.:r mv / 
-room,e 
P .s·. You're a great room1e! 
Why did you leave me alone in the 
lihrary \\ithoul kl!ing me 1dl vou 
where we arc going to dinner? MES 
Eli~abcth. 
Arc vou on a subliminal trip to 
nowhere? And when arc }'ou going 10 
learn how to play baclsgammGm? 
Mc 
To the Tea Party Goers 
It's a little in advance - but get 
psyched for Boston! Start collecting 
tho~c tea bags!! 
The Babbler 
P .S. Jen - We'll have the Best Time! 
Hey you guys, 
When arc you going to give me your 
clas~ifie<ls? M.G. I and II are waiting 
for you! Someday you'll ~cc the light. 
The typist 
To Mark & Paul - the Pi Lam 
RUSHcr~. 
Well, you're both still alive! 
There's more left. .. 
The Gamma Dell girl with the little red 
bottle. 
NDW, 
Just wanted to remind you that you 
made a mistake. Gotta keep you on 
your toe~. Maybe thi~ time you will 
spel) Howard corri;ctly and_ they will 
~pell my name correctly. 
RUG 
Jeffery King- _ 
1 swear l won't stand you up 
anymore! No, ·rm not the one you 
think l am. What am l going to do 
when you leave! l know for sure San-
dy won't have anyone 10 beat in pool! 
You beiter keep in 1ouch. No Qne else 
calls me B.D. like you do! ~ love Jeff 
King! 
Rebeccif Pease Davie 
Cin&Sleph, 
Get trashed and screw your friends? 
Who you never? But there is always 
next weekend for me. 
R. 
S~ph, 
Sobriety? What's that?· Keep it Ufl, l 
neci:l a:partner for AA, · 
Rae-
J-9, ., .. 
Your beer chuggin is coming along Friday nite report on hodv ,tat,! · 
just fine. With me a, your coach. Love. · 
you'll be an ace in no time. You'll Your roomic aero" thL· way 
drink and drinls and never get 
sick .. Onc day soon you'll even out 
chug Rick. 
Love. 
Poo · 
To my three confidants, 
To the Bogar! Bcr1crkians. 
Nice 1wo game, thi, wee!.. Kiel. butt 
for 1he next few week,. 
Beware 
Thank you for being there, caring, =============== 
and understanding! I don't know 
what I'd do without you! I love you 
all! 
Love always, 
Your problem friend 
To my M-night Partner: 
Even if you were a monkey, I don't 
think swinging with you could be more 
fun. 
Love, 
Your Partner in Crime 
Dear Phoo-
Arc you ever going to "come back" 
after your date? If not, can we have 
Mr. Eagle material? 
Honl,.-Honk 
Pig&Pac 
Dear Bowling Ball. 
You're ugly and your mother drc,~cs 
you funny. 
Sincerely. 
The watcher 
To a Talcott fricµd, 
You always say Ht, but we don't 
know each other. Next time let's stop 
and talk. 
To the Rabbit Riders: 
A. B.J. Certificate is guaranteed to 
Feed the Pigs! It was fun. 
Love, 
The Driver 
To Robin Red Face, 
My goodness you actually have a little 
flu~h on· your checks. Oops, I gue,~ 
that its just the reflection from Pig & 
Pac's face~. 
Love, 
the two with color 
P.S. Where is the cat with the limp 
gonna sleep tonight? 
To the gravy ~ui:king pig: 
You are a gravy sucking pig. 
Miriam-
Dear Rockface and Quiche la Poodle, Yes, it's been fun gelting, closer to 
Burnt skin is red you. Here is to car m~hanics and 
The sea is blue farmers! Here's to cars and cows! 
Here's to vaseline! Here is to being a 
Ithaca is lacking WASP! Here's to being Jewish! Two 
We both miss you You both look so good · worlds tl\at while being different are 
The haircut is great Yet so rnuch the same. Let's keep. 
Edward loves z talking-It's fun. Here's to 
You both need some weight! revolution! (But l like to fool around) 
We love you both Pease 
=
====H=K=an=d=K::::O======= To My light-hearted friend. _ 
· The lights were once bright but the To the Best Road Railey Team real race is just beginning. I'd bet for 
around: · .. Mr. Ed in the Temple Stakes. How 
Thank you for a great time and an ex- about you? 
cellent memory.-· Get ready for t~e Love, 
spring. We have a title to uphold. The role-model of different sisters! 
Your driver, 
Rachel . Dream Analyi:cr, 
No real good ones this week. Must 
~~·ca~· call the Pines anytime you be my neurotic tendencies are being 
want with news like that. Sorry for displayed more overtly these days. 
Y
elling.at you. · I'm sure I'll w~rd out again before the 
big stad date. I'll let you know. 
Rae Love, 
Dreamer 
Thanks. You'te a sw~theart. . 
Love,·. 
Di· 
Gree~ R.A.- -lhc girl rrom Corm:!\ 
Somcday your prin..:c will come. 
probably on Sa111r<lay (along with 
ours!) Keep smiling. and if you gel 
lonely. come ncxl door for ,omc tea. 
( 
Mary. 
Z roomic, 
Jimmy-
I'm picking out a thermos for you. 
No ordinary thermo~ for you. 
You lo;cr! I love ya anyways 
For the Men at Monday\: 
Keep up the tradition! You 're great 
hosts! 
Love, 
Gcne,eo will be nothing lihc 1hi,. 
Who'~ going to rag on you-
Ulondic 
Roomic, 
Have a great time Saturday, but 
watch out for tho,e Frenchmen! 
To the Olivia Fans: 
Elmira awaits us women! 
From 
The Grasshopper 
A gue,t 
=============== To 1hc Face Licker: 
Dear Jack, 
You never see us without each ocher 
but at the Hotel You're the greatest 
lover. 
Let's get some wine. 
Let·~ go to town. 
Let's eat some dinner. 
Let·~ all fall down. 
Love, The lconardo' babes. 
Dear My Friend. 
The jogger and are having 
engagement photos taken. Oops, 
forgot my earrings. Can I borrow 
your$? You know, the big pearl ones, 
that arc 50 years old, that arc your 
grandmother~. that we will tell our 
children about, and that we will never 
forget. 
Love. 
We arc two of a kind. And it'; kind 
of terrific! 
143-AST 
Dear Door a Deer, 
Be careful when you IL'ave thc room. 
There will be a door there somewhere. 
Love, 
Ray-A drop of golden ~ong 
Dear Cathy. 
Dig those new ~ncakcrs. Let'~ jog to 
the alter together. Sorry football i, 
over, now we can't make anymore 
tackles. 
Love, 
the jogger 
P .S. Noone else ~end, you personal,. 
so I did. 
Your friend Kri;tine-
p .S. Mi;,ose Eye scream de light 2 nite at 211 S. 
===============Love, 
To the Fom,er Wenches .of Terrace 
JA: 
All is not forgotten. The Code lives 
on: 
· Mr. Ed, Temple Man, J.J., M & M, 
T2, The Second, Manhattan Transfer, 
Open Mike Night. 
And the list is still growing! 
Love, 
The light-hearted Role Model 
Mint Chocolate Chip 
Lowra-
Hi! This is what they call a per-
sonal. Want me .to get personal? 
Where ihe hell have you been hiding? 
I'm confused ... or are you con-
fused? ... Wait ... shit ... should I? Ye, I 
should. I love you, you know! And I 
missrou. 
Dear Susie, 
================ Thanks for the sympathetic card on 
the big issue. It may take time, but I 
Dolly, 
What's your act? 
Love, 
Leah 
will seek revenge. If we go down, she 
is coming with us. 
I.ovc, 
Guys, 
~re you henpecked? 
ti'-,-· 
, ... 
I 
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Business 
~drnol of Hu,ine,~ Students nre in-
,ill'd 10 :1ppl~· for un inlern~hi11 
110,ilion "ith a major nd,·erli,ing 
agcnl·., in "le" York CJly for ,pring 
sl'rnl·,h·r •982. The inlcrn,hip 
po,ilion \\otdd involve w01!,,ing in the 
fl.kd1a Department with ,pecifit.: ta,ks 
1nvol\ 1t1l! re1.oca1ch into a"isc~i..ing 
11wd1a ,·I tcc11,c11c". The intern will 
po"c'" a ,ound quantilathc 
had~round and <kmon,1ratc excellent· 
w1111~·11 and oral ,·olllmunic,nion ,f.ill,. 
fhc hnst ,ll',·ncv will rcimhu~"· com-
mt111111! c,p~n,ci up to $50 per \\CCJ... 
rh.: (mcrn will be r.:,ponsihk for 
his.· h,'1 1)1\II It, 1ng expcmc, while on 
the 1nt,·r 11,hip. Applications arc 
a,ail,1l1k 1ro111 Mr<. D.:e Floro, in the 
<;, hool 01 Bu,mcss offil:c on the 14th 
11001 ol lhc Wc,t Tower. Th,· 
d,adli11<· 101 1ece1p1 of application ,, 
~()\ ,·111h,·1 ~l). 1981 
Schohrships · 
Sd10lar~hip !Junk Announces New 
~cholar,hip. Grant Progr.1m, For 
1981 Acndernk Year 
f\:ow 1, the 1in,c for ,tudcn1·, to ap-
ph tor ne\\ ,ch(1(1rship am, grant 
r• ogra1m a, ailabk• through private 
,oun:e,. according to The~ •hoiar,hir 
13.tnk. 
Director Steve Danz anncunee<I 
1oda, that ,cvcral new p1 ogram, were 
acc·cpting application; for the 1981-82 
,chool year. Among the new 
orogram,: 
BPW Foundation: Offers finmcial 
,11tl for the "non traditional female 
,wdcnt" in any field. A number of. 
the available scholarshio, are for older 
,rudcnt, who have been o•Jt of s~hoot 
1'01 a number of year~. 
E"'ceptior.al Student Fellowstip~: 
Thi, nation-wide undergraa1a1c 
,d1olar,hip program offer~ aid in ac-
l'Ounting. pre-law, m~th, engineerilg. 
l'Omputer ~ciencc~ and busin:~s-
rclated field~. The donor ha~ al~c in-
dirntcd a number of summer job ')p· 
portunuie,. 
According to the director, the r ;,.,. 
Nutionul Medical Fellow~hip~. Inc. 
unnounce, their 1981-82 fellow~hip 
program. NMF award, ,chol,1r-;hip, 
10 minoritv men and women who have 
hccn acceph:d to or arc ancnding 
.'\AMC ac-ct editt·d ,chool, of all 
opath1c m,·d1e111e or college, of 
n,1copath1l' medicine. For more in-
lorma11on contact: NMF, Inc .. 5th 
<;1 . N. \ .. N. Y. 10019 (212)246-4293. 
Politics 
Lewis Pitt,. representative of the 
(ireen,horo Justice Fund, Inc. will b,: 
on campu, on Monday, November 16 
at 8:00 p.m. in Gannett 111. 
He will be ~hewing a video tape of 
th,· cve111~ of November 3, 1979, when 
11, .· dcmon,trators were shot dead by 
1h,·KKK. 
Six of the forty assailant, were 
hwught to trial and acquitted. 
Pitt, bring, with him a video tape of-
lhc event, of November 3. and infor-
111,1tion about :1 civil right, ,uit which 
da1m, the F.B.I. and state and local 
l,t\\ cnforccmrnt agencies were pa,-
11l'ipan1, in the planning, execution 
.,ml cover-up of th·~ murders. 
A pre" conlc1cnce will be held 
~.Ion. No,ember 16th at 7:30 p.m. in 
(i,1111wtt 111. 
Recycling Dri!_e 
lnh·r I Hth·rnil, ( 011111:il 
I', l 1111h ( lu R•:,,,·I::•,· I l :• ·· \,., 
1•1: II ,',ti'' II' i•.'1,.\'j'i,h.l" 11,.":t: ._,,+1 
1• 1, .... ' I lh.' ~1,,1111 \\ ti Ii 1111 ,,: \. .11'' 
~ :· .. , '1' I :1,,'I'\"\ '-ir,u·, 11, I h, 
1\· :, ,•1,,, ,.L I , .. ·1 11,,\.,l B1·\· 1.1··~· 
',.· i'\ 'hi\ !,'I I 11d.1\ ih•: 1.,. 1 1 ~'. 
.. ,,:111.1 \l11h:1 1111:1 l ,,, ; c ... ",Id," tt 
1,,i. 1 \ ,,, I .,, \I 11.,1, .... ~··: "·I, Ill d,1\ 
~ l l ". l • II 
l'ht "" \l11h:1 l .111 I-·,• .1! ,,,, ~!i . 
,1,l!lll"''•''' 
GOING ON VACATION? 
BUORE YOU I.EAVE DON'T MISS THE 
IN•·oRMt\TION MEt.aJNG 
on December I. 1981 In Our New Center Al: 
636W. State St. Ithaca, Ny. 14850 
Stanley H KaplJn PrcpJrallon For: MCAT-1.SAT-DAT 
RUilSTRATION MEt.,ING 
Dccemhcr 8, 1981 
Cornell CJmpu,.420 College A"':. Sheldon Court, Main Lounge 
For More lnltlrmauon Call: Stanley 1-1. Kaplan C"cnlcr 
(607) 277-3307 
or (315)451-2970 
G<'t Uomt:\IUdy And S111dv At AnvStan!eyH l<aplan Center Dunn J: Vacatmn. 
Speakers 
Midway through its sixth year, public 
television's The MacNeil/Lehrcr 
Report is attracting larger audiences 
than ever with its straightforward in-
depth reporting of the major new, 
storic~ of the day. The approach 
remain, uncomplicated, uncluttered, 
unchanged and increasingly popular. 
One of the people directly responsible 
for that approach is Executive 
Producer Al Vecchioge, who' will 
spend two day~ with students from 
from the Ithaca College School of 
Communication, November 18 and 
19. 
Vecchione has been Executive 
Producer for MacNeil/Lchrcr for the. 
past four year~. He began his broad-
casting career at NBC where he spent 
20 year~ in a variety of production and 
programming positions including 
covering many of the world's major 
news evr.nts throughout the '60s. He 
was also involved in the production of 
more than two dozen NBC documen-
taries. 
In 1972, Vecchione joined the newly 
formed NPACT (National Public Af-
fairs Center for Television) in 
Washington DC, as assistant general 
manager and director of program 
operations. When NPACT merged 
with WET A/26 in 1973 in 
Washington, Vecchione was appoin-
ted its general manager. In 1975, he 
was named executive director of 
public affairs programming for the 
station, a post he held until January of 
1976. 
While at NPACT and WETA/26, 
Vecchione also served as executive 
producer for such special programs as 
public televisio.n's coverage of the 
1972 Dc:mocratic and Republican 
National Conventions, and several 
public affairs co-productions with the 
BBC including "Shall We Have A 
King?" "The Impeachment of An-
drew Johnson," "The End of the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail," and "Space for 
Man?" 
Prior to joining the MacNeil/Lehrer 
Report in late 1976, Vocchione served 
as special consultant to the 
Democratic National Committee, and 
later as television consultant to 
President Jimmy Carter. He has been 
honored by Long Island ,University, 
the National Commission on Working 
Women, the Atlantic Industrial 
Forum and the Ohio State School of 
Communications. 
third world women's writings on 
feminism. 
The final speaker, Teml)la Kaplan, 
an associate professor of hi5tory at the 
University of .California at Los 
Angeles, will speak about "Popular 
Culture, Class and Gender in Early 
20th Century Spain and Italy" on 
March 24. Kaplan ha~ written ex~en-
~ively on the relationship between 
anarchism and feminism. 
All lectures arc free and open to the 
public. 
Professor Janet M. F1tchcn of- the 
Antropology Department here at I.C., 
will prc~cnt a ~!ides and commentary 
on her recent visit to China. 
The program entitled "Mt•rc lm-
prcssiom of the People's Republic of 
China" will be held Thursday, 
November 19th in Science 302 at 3:30 
p.m. and in Friends 203 at 7:30 p.mi 
All are welcome. 
Music 
The seventy-member women's en-
semble, the Cornell Chorus, will per-
form its 1-"all Concert in S11ge Chapel 
ut 8:15 p.m. on S111urduy, the four-
teenth or November. The concert is 
open to the public and admission is 
free. 
Thoma\ A. Sokol. who i, 
celebrating his twenty-fifth year wit'.1 
the university, will be conducting the 
concert. Accompaniment will be 
provided by Gretchen Horlacher on 
piano. 
A wide variety of mu,ic will be per-
formed in the concert including a 
Spani5h renais~ancc motet by 
Morale,. a Russian worl,. hv Rim~J..y-
KorsaJ..ov. - along with German and 
Engli~h madrigal~. 
Al,o included will he four Japanese 
Haiku from Per,ichclli', Winter Can-
tata and canon~ by Gustav Holst. two 
choru,e, from M'bcvra\hu.l. com-
po~cd by Cornell gradautc Brian 
l~rael. and Screntiv by Charle, Ive~. 
The Cornell Choru, i~ a ·univcr\ity 
organi1ation whose member, arc 
comprised of undergraduate,. 
graduate,. ,taff. and comunity mem-
ber,. The Choru~ ha, u,cd it~ pre,cnt 
name since the rl'organi,ation of the 
Cornell Women's Glee Club in 1961. 
Between prepari:1g tor conccrh, the 
Chorus ha~ developed a unique fun-
drai~ing event of delivering "Singing 
Straight Cooi..ic;" and ha, planned it\ 
fir.,t full tour for ,pring break nc.xt 
semester. Tlic cnscmhlc will head ea,t 
performing con~erb in Alban)', Wor-
ce~ter. and Springfield._ 
. ,. ·, 
played by the Ithaca College String 
Trio featuring ~tudents Katherin Han-
naucr on violin, Leslie Carter on viola 
and Jolene Kessler on cello. 
Men planning to participate in the 
·aster classes arc a,J..cd to wear a 
shirt, loose pant, and jau ,hoc\. 
Women should wear leotard,. tights. 
,kirt,. ,mall heel, and ballet ,hoc~. 
For more information. contact 
work,hop coordinator Eugnia Hoeflin 
at 274-3925. 
Field Work 
fleld Work! 
It', now time to plan for nc~I 
scmc,rcr', work. Many agencies or 
talk about other po,~ibilitic,. 
Refugee Assblance Progrum of 
BOCESnced, people to he ,pomor\ or 
friend, of refugee,. Aid in tutoring 
and other riecdcd ,upport service,. 
Grenier lthuca Aclh·ilies Cenler 
nccd, aid in .after ,chool rccre:nion. 
one-to-one worJ... ;rnd admini,ttation 
in a community center. 
Office for the Aging need, people to 
he friendly vi,ilor, 10 ,hut-in aced 
clicnt,. 
OU\' ("arc ("enCcr, need cla"1 ,,_,n, 
a"i,l;mt, for pre,choule1 ,. 
Ne" York St:Jlc Dh·i,ion for 
Youlhnccd, worl,,er, lor ,mall ero11p, 
and one-to-one with iu"·111k 
dcfinquent,. 
Exhibits 
Currently on dlsplny at the Hinckley 
Musuem: Willow 110d Wicker; All 
About Baskets. This exhibit, which 
runs through November 14, in-
vestigate how baskets are made 
through a wide selection of inter-
national baskets, both old and new as 
well as displays on techniques and 
materials. 
The Hinckley Museumus open, free 
to the public, Tuesday', Thursday and 
Saturday afternoon, I :00-4:30 pm, 
and is located at 410 E. Seneca Street, 
ltha.::a, a short walk up the hill from 
the Commons. 
E,i;hibilions 
The Artisan Community in China: 
llntil November 29. Forty gouache, 
depicting the interiors of Chinese 
shops in 19th century Canton. 
Znrina: Until November 29. Han-
dmade paper construction, by a 
visiting artist at Cornell University. 
An Depnrlment: Facully E,i;hibltion: 
Through November I. An annual 
sel··~tion of new work by Cornell 
University , art faculty--paintin!!,,, 
drawinl,!s. photographs, sculpture. 
As part of its outreach program, THE 
UPSTAIRS GALLERY presents 
Inklings ,by ARCHIE AMMO.NS at 
THE SHERATON ART GALLERY 
upstairs in the Convention Center 
lobby. 
. The public is cordially invited to a 
GALA RECEPTION on Sunday, 
November 22, from 5:30 to 7. The ar-
tist will be present. ·· 
The ARCHIE AMMONS 
Vecchione's visit to Ithaca College 
will include a presentation to broad-
cast journalism students and a career 
seminar with students interested in the 
communications industry. He wHI 
aiso meet with several faculty from 
Ithaca's School of Communications. 
D, 1 i.,n A'hcm. D11c·<101 ol 
Hn,pi.:,11,·,01 lth.ic·a. \\'ill p1°<.·111., k,·. 
1111, c·n1,1I· ,I "D,·ath. ()"11" and 
B,·ll·,11,·nw111" on Ncl\e111h,·: • 17. 111 
( i,lllll\'ll 111 I rom 4:45 10 6:111 I Pill. 
All nh·n1he1, ol 1lw l"Ollcg,· ,·0111n111nit, 
;11\'IJl\llnl. 
Znchnry Solov, choreogmpher for 
Ille Metropolit11n Opem, will share his 
uperlise with area dance enlhusla~•~ -
when he conducts two muster cla~~e~ 
in the use or stuge 11nd · space on 
November 14 at Ithaca College. 
exhibition will continue at .THE 
SHERATON ART GALLERY 
through January 30, 1982. 
Three leading feminist writers will 
headline lthncn College's 1981-82 
Marxist-Feminist Spellkers Series. 
The Series will begin on November 5 
at 8 p.m. in Textor 101 when Blanche 
Cook speaks on ,1Feminism, 
Social~m and Sexual . Freedom." 
Cook, .an associate professor of 
hi~tory at John Jay _college of 
Criminal Justice has written .num-
berous articles on feminist issues. 
On January 27, Cherrie Moraga will 
discuss "If I Hadn!t Come Out, I 
Wouldn't Have.Come Back: Lesbian 
Femini~m and Third World Cultural 
ldentitv." , Moraga is eC,itpr of A 
Bridge.C11llrd My Bnek_, a·ccillectiori of 
Presented by the department . of 
theatre art\ and the School of Music. 
the workshop~ will he held in thc 
Dillingham Center for the Performing 
Art, and arc free and open to the 
public. Ob~crver~ arc al;o welcome. 
In the first work,hop. \chcdulcd 
from 9:30 a.m. 10 12:30 p.m .. Solov 
•viii deal with the choreographic 
techniques used in musical ·cornody. 
De~igncd for mu~iciam. singer~ and 
dancer~. the work~hop will feature. 
mu,ic from Roger~· and Hammer-
stein'\ "Oklahoma" and Marvin 
Hamli'"ch'\ "Chorus Linc." Ithaca 
College ~tudenlY_Petcr Cumming~ and 
Susan Smith will ,crve a, accom-
pani,I\. 
The ,ccond work,hop. from 2-5 
p.m .. will center on _chamber mu~ic 
and will feature three ,tudic, in 
movement for dancer,. Mu~ic by 
·oohnariyi , anci Beethoven· - will be 
l 
Volunteers 
Volunteers Needed: Tompkin, 
County Big Brother/Big Sister 
Program-is_ alway~ in need of adult~ 
willing to share their leisure ·time ac-
tivities with a lonely chlld--Bc a 
Friend, Be a Bgi Brother/Big Si~tcr~ 
call 273-8816 Monday'-Friday. 9:00 
a.m.-5:00 p.m. , 
Personal 
Need ~omcone to talk to? For con-
fidential hclf)'\Yith a personal conc~n. 
call 272-1616, trained coun~elors on 
duty 24 hours a day-suicide prcvcn~ion 
- and crisi~ service -. . 
IC Theatre 
A loveb· heroine, ll penniles~ lover 
und u miserly guurdiun gel what's 
coming to the, th11nks to a houwhold 
sl11,·e :ind an unu~uul lion when 
Aurand Hnrris' version or" Androdes 
and the I.ion" begins a rive-day run in 
llhnca College's Dillingham Center 
for the Performing Ari~ on November 
17. 
Produced by Theta Alpha Phi, the 
national honorarv dramatic fraternity, 
it i, the onlv ~how in the Ithaca 
College Theat~c Sca,on. entirely ca~t: 
directed and produced by ,tudcnt~. 
The play will rim through November 
21 ·with pcrformam·c, beginning at 
8: 15 p.m. Tici..cr, ('3.50 gcn.fral ad' 
mi~~ion. $2.50 Ithaca College ,ruder.ts 
and ,taff. ,cnior citi1en, and non-
Ithaca College ,tude,m) go on ,ale one 
wed prior to curtain call in the 
Dillingham Box Office. 
The wholc famil~ ,·an take pka,urc 
in thi, mu,ical ~-omedv ba,cd on an 
o'td Aesop\ fable and· wnt!en in the 
comnu:dia ddl'arlc ,1, I,•. 
The play i, a con1cdy nf wit and 
good humor which proclaim, lhc 
n11..·,l,ag.e. "Every 111un mu1..,t be f1ct· to 
he him,cl t." within a ,rorv ol w, e1 al 
cont'lict,. Androde,. ,1 !!Ood 1ia1u1 cd 
Roman ,Ja,c. win, hi, trcedom 11nm 
hi, nu,crl\' ma,tc1 h111 nOl lw101c 
hclpin!! I,ahella c,capc I rom the 1111-
pri,onmc·nt ol her guardian. hel 11,·n·. 
dmg a hut I lion and fa,·ing a he,1,t in 
the ar,·11.1 
Th,· plot 1, L·;ncl11ll, con,t1 tt<'tc·d 
and till' a,·tion p1occed, to 11s 
inc\'itahlc conclu,ion 1h1011gh ,,c1w, 
th,11 4111,·l,,lv shift 110111 rasi-mm in~ 
comed\' to ,lower. "'' iou, modd, ol 
rl'lk,·tion. The 111;1dcap OJll'llllll! 
~e,·nc. for c,amplc. i, imnll'diatel\' 
lollmH·d hv Androde,' lamcnl ol hi, 
101 a, a ,I,;w. which ru, ni,h.:, a kw 
minute, of ~1uic1 relier al1cr th,· e,-
cilL'llh'llt. 
C~nm· ,u,pcn,c and drama1ic i1011, 
a1 c u,L·d in several ~l'l'lle, to create an 
anlil'ipation of the outcome :11 tlw 
a11llil'nL·c. The final in\!ann· or the 
deviL·c in tht· play o,·,·111, wh,•n An-
drock,. with head in \ad. faL·c, L1,111 
int he arcn.1. and neithe1. realih·, hrs 
ad\l·r,.11, i, an old friend. Not 1111ttl 
Lion pull, of the ,ad 10,lwg:n hi, 
nwal "at the top .. "" the i1oni,· ,·oii1-
cident·c•. which th,· a,idicncc ha, 
J..nown amt been cnio, in_!! from the 
bel!innilll!. r,·vealcd to the, ha1ac1c1 ,. 
Even 1iio111!h A1~drock,. the hc·10. i, 
the charaetc; wi1h whom lhl' young 
audience itkntilie,. Lion i, eqtiall~ 
important a, a cha1 acler. Allho111!h he 
unde1 ,tand, all thal i, ,aid I)\ lhe 
h11man cha1 at'lcr, or th,· pl,". l.1011 
neve1 u,c, word, to cn111111t111ic·,1te ·.vith 
tho"· \\'ho ,peak to li1111. hut an,\\·c1, 
wuh roa1 ,. noise,. pantom,11,· and 
laci;~l c,1,rc"ion,. 
S,·nior ac1111g maiOI I om Mat ion 
w•ll d,rl'Ct the prod11~·1ion whi, h ,ta1, 
iunior ;icting major Ncil C.in"arc,o a, 
And1ode,. senior a(tin!! m.iio1 John 
DiL,·o a, Pantalone. ,ophmorc· il,-
ting/voil-c maior Diana < icot gc1 · a, 
hahdla. iumor m11,ie maior l',·d 
Keegan a, Lclio. J ,ophmon· acll II;! 
maior Tim Corde, a, Captain and 
,ophmorc acting maior Anthonv Ra1-
1.1110 a, Lion. 
For further infom1ation. call th,· 
Dillincham Box Officl· 1607-274-3224) 
which· i~ open from noon to 6 p.m. to 
noon to curtain time on ,how day,. 
Group rate, arc availahlc. Rcscr-
vation, ma,· he mack by phom· hut 
tidct, lllu,t he picked up by 5 p.m. 
the: da~ p1 ior.to thnhow. 
Grant Award 
Frances Barraclough, Spanish 
tutor, EOP, has rttently been awnr-
ded II Natlon11l Endowment for the · 
Arts grant to translate Peruvian fie~ 
tlon. She 'is currently working on a 
novel by Jose Maria Arguedas entitled 
Yawar Fiesta. 
An earlier Jranslalion of, 
Barraclough's, Deep Rivers, also by_ 
Arguedas, has been reissu_ed in paper-
back~ Copies arc a"'.ailable at the 
Ithaca College Bookstore and local · 
bookstores. 
, Deep Rivers· rect:ivcd t~e 1978 
Columbi_a_ University Translation Cen-
ter Award for besl in.that year. • 
November 12, 1981 
Johnson Museum 
Visitors to the Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art, Cornell University, 
wUI h11ve an opportunity to view 
Seventeenth Century It111ian Prints 
from the Sopher Collection from 
November 4 through December 20, 
1981. The ·exhibition of one hundred 
works, drawn from the collection 
assembled by the late Marcu, S. 
Sopher, eminent California print 
scholar, provides an overview of the 
regional diversity, originality, and 
spontaneity of Italian printmaker\ 
during the seventeenth century. 
Prints by major Italian masters 
Barocci, della Bella, Casiglione, and 
Rosa; by lesser-known--arti,ts Can-
tarini and Biscaino; and b.y foreigner, 
Claude Lorrain, Callot, and Ribera 
working. in ltaly--have been selected 
from the Sopher Collection. Despite 
the stylistic diversity in Italy during 
this period, distinct regional styles 
emerged. The print.\ in this exhibition 
arc grouped primarily by regjon. Et-
ching is the dominant medium; the 
prints that bc,t typify seventeenth cen-
tury Italian etching arc the intimate 
and ddicate works produced in 
Bologna by arti,ts ;uch as Reni, Guer-
cino. and Cantarini. The prints cover 
a range of subject,--portrans, lan-
d~cape\, mythology--but the over-
whelming favorite i\ re'ligiou, or 
biblical scene,. often presented with 
con\iderablc grace, sensitivity and 
charm. 
The exhib;tion wa, organized by 
Claudia Lallaro of the Department of 
the the History of Art at Cornell 
Univer,ity, and it originated at Stan-
ford Univer~ity's Art Gallery. 
Follov.ing it, ,howing at the Herbert 
F. John,on Mu~1:um of Art, the 
Sopher Collection will travel to the art 
mu,cums at Princ•!ton Univer,ity and 
Oberlin College. -
Accompanying thi\ exhibition i, a 
,election of ,eventeenth century 
Italian drawing~ from the mu,eum', 
permanent collection. An illumated 
catalogue, written by Marcu, Sopher 
with e~say; (?n each reRion. arti,t~. and 
piece in the exhibition -i\ available. 
For further information, contact 
Barbara Blackwell at the mu\cum, 
607-256-6464. Museum hour\ are 10 
am-5 pm. Tue,day through Sunday, 
Adm1s~ion i, alway, free. 
Print~ for Purchase, an 
exhibition/public s11le of graphic 
works, will be on display from 
November 4 through 22 at the Herbert 
F. Johnson Museum of Ari, Cornell 
University. The exhibition features 
172 prints selected by Barbara Black-
well from New York City galleries. 
Thr ;howing is arranged to in-
troduce the Ithaca community to the 
art of print collecting by offering prin-
t, of genuine value in today's art 
market. 
The prints span a chronological 
range of about five hundred years. in-
cluding works hy James A.M. 
Whistler, Henri de Toulouse--Lautrec, 
Lyonel Feininger, Francisco Goya, 
G.B. Pira ncsi, Winslow Homer, and 
numerous othl"r well-known prin-
tmakers. Prices range from about 
120-to$2200. Full payment is required 
at time of purchase, 
For further information, please call 
Barbara Blackwell at the museum, 
, 607-256-6464. 
A preview for museum members 
, will be held on November 3 from 8 un-
til lOp.m. 
CPR Course 
CPR Courses are 11g11ln being of-
fered on the following dates. If you 
are interested, please sign up at the 
Health Center Main Desk or phone 
Cheryl Miller at 27+3177. 
Session I Oct. 22, 27, 29, Nov. 3, 10, 
1981 5:15-7~45 pm 
Session II Oct. 29, Nov. 5, 12, 19, Dec. 3, 10, 1981 2-4 pm 
Session Iii Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, Dec. 
7,'19815:1S-7:15pm . 
Session IV Nov. 4, 11, 18, Dec. 2, 9, 
1981 7-9:30 pm · 
\Session V Nov. 5, 12, 19, Dec. 3, 10, 
_ 19~1:7~9:30 pm . · 
Career Planning 
All lthac11 College Seniors who wish 
to participate in the on-cumpu~ em-
plo)'ment recruiting -must attend the 
"Orientation to Recruiting/Inter-
viewing Workshop." Thi\ work ~hop 
i, offered ~evcral times thi, semc,ter 
and h comidered a prerequisite for 
recruiting. Student, .will al~o need 
final copic; of their rc,ume, availabh: 
when signing up for on campus inter-
view;. 
Need some as~islance? A quick bit 
of advice on job hunting, major selec-
tion, graduate ~chool applic111ion~? 
Check with Peer Career Coun~elor, at 
the Career Planning Office. Thi, 
trained undergraduate can be vour J..cv 
to finding the right re,ource ;t Care;r 
Planning. They arc available Mon-
day,, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Tuesday,. IO 
a.m.-5 p.m.; Wednesday~. 10 a.m.-5 
p.m.; Thur,day~. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; and 
Friday,. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
The Wedne~dll)' e,·ening Re;i:me 
Critique Clinic hu, moved to II new 
time 6:00-8:00 p.m. Student, can stop 
in during thi~ time l'or a quick review 
of resume,. cover lcner, anti es,ay,, 
Al~o the Career Librarv i~ open tlurmg 
thi,11mc. 
"l he Black Collegian", a nauonal 
mag.a/inc of Blac" College ~tudcnh. 
ha, arri\ed ant! i, available free at 
Career Planning. Thi; latc,t issue 
deal, with carcl'r, in computer ,i:icncc, 
plu, health career~ and graduate.: 
school. Pie" up y_our copy ,oon. 
Explore a career in ad\'Crti,ing and 
communicatiom, meet the 
profe;,ionuls, a~k question~ und in-
ve,ligule career option~ ut the 25th 
Annual College Cureer Conference for 
Men 11nd Women. Spon\orcd by Ad-
,erti,inl! Women of New Yori, Foun-
dation. - thi, c0nkrencc will be held 
Saturdav. November 14. 1981. 8:00 
a.m.· s;oo p.m. at Pace University. 
Park Row. Lower Manhattan. 
Rcl!i~tratio11 fee i~ · $15 at the door. 
Jncjuire at Career Plan, for more in-
tormation. 
Bamhergers will be recruiting on 
cumpu~ Fehruary 24, 1982. Senior, 
who · wi,h to interview with Barn· 
hL·r~cr, should ,ubmit two (2) copie, 
or .their re,umc, before Chri,tmans 
81cak. A copy of your ~pring 
schedule of da~,c, ,hould be ~uhmit-
ted to the ,ccretary of Career Planning. 
durinl! the first wed. of cla~,e~ of the 
~pring scmc,ter. Studem, eho~en to 
interview will be ,cherlu!~d according 
to vacant slot, on their schedule, anti 
will be notified by ph~nc. A li;t will 
aho be posted out~ide the Career 
Planning Office on the bulletin board. 
THE ITHACAN 
Upcoming workshops include: "In-
terviewing", November 12, 9:30-11 :00 
a.m.. G 114; "Orientation to 
Recruiting". Novemb,:r 18. 2-3 p.m., 
G 115; "Self Dirzcteci Search". 
November 19. 9:30-11:00 am .• GI 14; 
and "How to Write a Resume". 
November 20. 1-2 p.m .. G 111. Plca~e 
~ign up at Career Plans. 
seminar is de,igncd to help you under-
stand anti learn to use thi, cfl'cctive 
\trategy of networ"ing. Comult the 
"Career New~" or ,top in at the 
Career Plan, Office for more infor-
mation. Advanced ,ign-up i, 
required. 
November h11~ been declared 
. "Communication~ Month" 111 th«.> 
Career Plunning Office. Our ,taff ha~ 
geared up to provide current infor-
mation about Career, in Com-
murn, ation,. We have explored both, 
tra,Jilional and alternative market, 
and will feature thi, information 
throul!h: "The Marl.ct Considered". 
a t·1r~ct ncw,lcttcr ,oon avail.1blc al 
Ca;e~1 Plan,; special feature, in the 
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Skiing , 
Attention Skiers: 
IC Ski Club Meeting. Tuc~day, 
Nov, 17 at 7;30 p.m. in Science 111. 
Anyone interested may attend. 
Ski Package, available 
Film Shown 
Vermont Information 
ALSO: GREEK PEAK Ski Package\ 
arc available: Friday, Nov. 13 in the 
Union Loboy from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Check;, plesc! 
Dr. William John,otf, profes,or of 
Economics from the Maxwell School 
of Business, Syrncuse Univer;ity, will 
,·i~it Cureer Planning to conduct an in-
formation seminar on acquiring 
a~,islanlship, in graduate school. 
Each year the Economic, Department 
offer, ,r, cral opportunitic~ in rc,car-
ch and 1<:aching for their l!raduatc 
studl'nt~. This ,~minar will h~ Friday. 
Novc!Tlbcr 13. 2-3 p.m .. C'areer Plan,. 
Plca;c sign ur in advance at C'arcer 
Plam Office. 
Ithacan; meeting, with ,tudenl lcada, =============== 
Vacation 
Many llhacn College student, find 
success in cureer., with major relail 
concerns ,uch n~ Macys. A~ u warm-
11[1 lo their spring recruiting schedule. 
rqirc~entntives from Mac~·s v.ill vi,it 
to i,rovide prmpective emplo~·ees with 
an inside view of the orguni7ation. 
Thi~ i, a gootl introduction to the 
retail prolession in general. and an ex-
cellent way to learn mm c about Macy, 
in particular. Students who intend on 
pur,uing employment with MaL·y, arc 
urged to attend. A, usual this i, open 
to all. but ad van,·.: ,ign up i~ rL·quircd. 
Thi, seminar i, Tuesday. November 
17. 7-8 p.m., GI 11. 
Chris Rodrigo, a new fuculty mem-
ber here al lthacu College', School of 
Busine", recently completed gradual<' 
wor" a, 'r ale', School of Management 
,md Organi/,llion. Chri, will bl' 
meetin11, with interc,tcd student,, ,tan 
and faculty to 1harc hi, pcr,pcctive, ol 
tlm c~cellcnt pro)!ram. Hi, in,ight 
,hould prove lo he interesting and in-
formative. Plan to join u, on 
Tue,d~y. November 17. 11-12 noon. 
Career Plan,. Pka,c ~ign up in ad· 
vancc. 
Mr. Tom Pirro, Coordinator of 
Graduate Advi,ing al SUNY 
Ringhumplon will visit Career Plan~ 10 
condm:l a general information 
~eminur on the Binghampton School 
of Management. This program i\ 
open to all undergraduate~ who arc in-
tcrc,ted in learning more about 
Graduate Bu\ine;, d~grcc;. Mr. Pirro 
will alsQ be available for individual 
<1ppointment; later that morning. 
Plca,c ,ip,n up in advance for thh in-
formation ,cminar on Wednesday, 
November 18. 9-IO a.m.. Career 
Plam. 
A new work,hop: "Networking: 
'fhe Art of Profes~ional Contacts" 
will be offered on February 19. 5-6 
p.m .. Career Plan,. Thi\ ,pL·cial 
frnm each depa1tmcn1; special hullctm 
board, and lihrarv di~plavs at Career =============== 
Plan, and brow~ bag lunchc, with 
student, and facultv. You'1c 111\ited 
to pa1 L1c1pate in th" mnov,1tive 
1,ka .. :111 ,·ou ha,c to do " VI\I! the 
C.trL·,·1 Plan111ng OI I 1ce. f1r,1 floor 
(iannctt. aud inquire about thc,c 
,pc,1al le,1t111c, ol Commun1c·at1on, 
Month. Jo:n u,! 
Thank~giving Brea": 
Bowl-a-thon 
The Ea~ter Seal Howl-A-Thon will 
he held on Wedne\duy, November 11, 
nt lde's l.nne,, Bowl-0-Drome and 
lthacu Bowl. Bowlers of all aµc~ arc 
invited to bowl three gam" I rec. with 
at least ten ~pomor,. Many pri/c,. 
gift certificate,. trophic, to be av,ar-
Jed. Entrv form, arc available al all 
lan'cs. at;d at the Pi11a Hut 
Rc,taurant. All proceed, will be used 
for special rerrcation and camping 
program, for young,t1:r, with 
di~abilitic,. For further in formation 
regarding E.1,tcr Seal Prog1 am,. con-
tact Nancy Murphy 898-3649. 
Workshop 
The Community Self-reliance Cen-
ter is kicking off Its new workshop 
series with II hands-on demonstration 
entitled '"Building \'our Own Solar 
Collector." On Monday, November 
9, Ithacans are invited to the Self-
Reliance Center, 140 West State Street 
at 7;30 p.m., to learn how t6 con-
struct a simple, low-cost, passive solar 
collector. . The Mond~y night 
workshop will be followed up by a 
hands-on session at an ·actual in-
stallation site on Saturday, November 
14. C.S.R.C. workshops are free and 
open to all. For more information call 
272-3040. 
Re,idcncc Hall, close WednC\dav. 
November 25 at IO a.m. and will re-
open Sunday, November 29 at 2 p.m. 
No entrance into the dorm; until 2 
p.m.Gartlen Apartment, and Hud,on 
H,•ig.ht, Will he open. 
Take home all valuable,. loci,, your 
winJow,. open curtain, and ,ecurc 
, our valuable;! 
Rebate Checks 
friplc Rebate chcc,, will be a,a1iahk 
rom the Bur,ar·~ o, 11cc bv No"cmh<.:r 
16. . 
Speech Communication!> 
The Deparlrnent of Speech Com-
munil'atiou will he inh:n·iewing 
current Ithaca College ,tudcnt~ who 
Wl\h to. declare a speech com-
munication major Monday. December 
14 and WcJnc,dav. December 16 from 
9:00 a.m. to nooi{. lnten·,tcd ~tudent, 
mu,t rnalsc appointments for the" in-
terview, by calling Irene Scot!. Depar-
tment Secretary, at 274-3918. 
Forejgn Study 
lntemntlonal Programs 
Stude~ts accepted to the Spring '82 
London Center Program are reminded 
to attend the mandatory orientation 
~ceting on November 14th, 1-3 p.m. 
m Textor IO I. Parents are welcome! 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
Novetlber '13 & 14 tloveober 13 November 14 
Chor.1.l Fc9tiv.1.l, all dny 1 
(F) • 
S.A.B. Fil.J:I - Friday 
the 13th, Textor 102, 
Novecbcr 13 
InfonMtion Set:1.inor: 
Haxvcll School of 
Busineno, Syracwi'c 
University, Career Plan-
ning, 9 ru:i.' 
Annual Preceptor& Meeting, 
Gponnored by Adminiotra-
tion of Health Servicca 
Depa.recent 
Novci=:ber 13 
Varsity Vollevball, IC 
at HYSA!AW 
~ovc:::b_c:r_ll 
Pho_to 1 ourf!!l_l}_'1'_;! 
'exhibit b\' ~IJrk 
6, Dan Jurv, 
Ha.ndwc~kl.'r < .. 1_!.:.. 
lery, c,,:mn<.'tt. 
Novcr.:i.bcr 15 
s~nior Double Ba.ss, s. 
~t..£,, l pm (N) -
~ Bross Quintet, 3 pm 
(F) 
Senior Horn, M. Mc:Lallen, 
7 prn (F) - ---
Nove.~bcr 16 
FJculcy Piano Duo, H. A •. 
~ & !· Mchtn,-8:ls pc 
(F) 
Novc:nbcr 17 
Novembe?r 18 
L I Ensemble JacqucG 
~. 8:t5 pc, (F) 
' ' Joint Recital, A, Barria 
& .:! • Thomaoscn: 9 Pf!1 (Nf 
Nove::ibcr 19 
ltho.ca. ~ Quintet, 
8: 15 p,i (F) 
November 20 
Sigma Alpha ~ £!!!! 
~, 7pm(H) 
Senior Piano, C. - '"'" 
Hi~hafok, 8: 15 pm (F) 
7 & 9: 30 pm, Admiooion 
charged. 
NovPa:bcr 15 
S.A.B. FilQ - ~, 
Textor 102, 8 pm. 
Adoiosion charged. 
Novccbcr 17 - 21 
Androclee and the Lion, 
Arena Theffie:-S:Tsj;C!. 
Adcission charged. 
Produced by Theta Alpha 
Phi. 
November 20 6 21 
S.A.B. FUCI -- Excolibcr, 
Textor 102, 1 & 9:!o po. 
Admission charged. 
Human Potcntinl Seminar, 
Huller Chapel, 6·9 pm. 
Spon60 red by Couaoeling 
Center. 
November 14 
Hum.D.n Potential ~. 
The Navigators, DeClOttc 
Ro01:1, 7:30 p::, 
November 14 
Meeting for all atudcnto 
accepted !2 London Center 
for Spring '82, Textor 
LOI, l 'pc, 
Huller Chapel, 9 0::1 -
9 pm. Novc:i.bcr 16 
Orientation and Informo- 12&! ~. Huller Chapel, 
t.ion Progrrun fo~ 8 p:::t 
Return to School Prograc ASPA, Occot tc Room, 9 pr:i 
.Croaoroado & Buffer November 17 
Lounge, 9 am - 2 p:, S.A.B. Extra Univcroit.y 
Novc.::ibcr 15 
Hum.on Poten"tial Seminar, 
'Huller Chapel, LO a::, -
2 pm. 
Nove1:1bcr 17 
Aerobics Class, West 
~ning Hall , 
S.A.B. Extra. Univcraity 
.!2s! ~. Friends Hall 
308, 8: 30 pm 
Marketing Club, Crossroads 
Recruiting, Macy'n 7 pt1 --
informal acoinor, aign Hiotoey Tutoring Program, 
up at career Planning. Gannet< 107 /8, 7-9 pm 
Incrcacnta and ~~ Student Govero:nent, Union 
The 2!!!f! of ~ fil££::, Dining 11'111, 8 pm 
cronies Revolution, LC. 9!I. ~. Dct:attc. 
sponoored by Phi Kappa "'"ioo'o, 9 po 
Phi Fall Lecture Program 
~ ~ fil Manage-
!!£!!! ! Organization 
Information, aiga up at 
Career Pl11DD1ng 
November 18 
D1•cuss:lon Panel on tbe 
Nev llight,tii'in Chapel, 
7:30 p111 
Orientation ~ l!ecruitinB 
& Incervloving. Gannett 
US, 2 pa,, a1go Ill' at 
Career l'lo:nn1ng, 
smrr B1nSh-E=, ~ 
of llmagoilent ~-
t:lon, alp up at ear .. r 
1'1-f.ng • . 
Nove::i.ber 18 
Coalition of Student 
Act 1 v1. o ta--;-caiiiiiitt"" l 14 , 
6 - 7:30 p111 
llovember l 9 
~~~ 
Gannett 114, 9:30 am, 
sign up at Career Plano 
Retworldn.a: 'Ibe Art of 
Profeaat.ooal COnto.ctS, 
eigo up at career Plana 
S,A,l!• Extra Untveuit7 
Aerobics Clasa, Vest 
TC11tar D111~a Hall 
November 14 
~ Swicning, vo. 
Bloocmburg, l: 30 pm (H) 
Varsity Volleyball, IC 
at HYSAIAW 
November 19 
Varsity Field Hockcv, 
lC at AIAW 
November 20 
Varsity Volleyball, IC 
llt EAIAW' 
Varsity Wrentling, IC at 
Cornell Invitational 
Varsity Field Hockey, IC 
ft AIAW 
SQ I 5 !',,fj;!Jt t 
Tcrr,"lce .. loin\,, 
ll.111,·9 pm. -.p1,n-
sorcd b\' r. L {. 
Admi!>c;il)n 1..h,1r1·t:d 
~~r __ l2 
S.A.B. H<•, rc..,t Inn 
~c.::,. !.t:£.t. ~ 2 11"1 
~'nbl.'r __ :!_O 
~l,1v Cr.;HJuat Ion 
appl 1c.1.t inn tlll\• 
to ... Rct,:i-,cr.1r 
~1.!!li ~_L'_r~t·_'•_tl:r 
::.ch~du h•-. .1v.11 I· 
able ·.'it [lil 
Rc.,;istr.1r'-. 
Col!lpU,•d by th,• 
Office or c..imp1J'i 
Activil lcs - r:il7 
"I 
.d, 
.. 
. , . 
.-.,,. 
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HockPY 
Pro 
W L PTS GF GA 
Confederates 4. 0 8 39 14 
Guns&Dope 3 0 -6 19 7 
Knobs 2 0 4 22 2 
Mean Machine 2 2 4 14 21 
Intrepid Tripsters 1 3 2 8 40 
Crazy Eights 0 3 
-
6 14 
Pi Lambda Chi J 04 8· 18 
Semi-Pro 
Yuckon Jack 
W L PTS GF GA 
Sticks & Stones 4· 0 8 25 8 
Smutores J -1 6 11 · 7 
Cheeba Bros. 2, 1 4 13 .8 
Leisure Kings 21 2 4 12 "12 
Bogart Bombers 1 3 2 14 16 
The Bongers 0 5 4 26 
Jack Daniels 
W L PTS GI-" GA 
Grim Reapers 4 ·O 8 22 6 X-Men 4 0 s, 18 
Flying Pucks 3 2 6 26 11 
Joint Therapy 2· 2 4 18 20 
The Beaks 1 4 2 16 
13: 
Rowland Retards½ 11 4 2 IO 17 
Holmec;: Hatchet Men 03 2 24 24 
------------ -----
Womens Floor Hockey 
-· 
Ice to Floor 
Field to Floor 
Soccerfice 
Rookies 
Extra Edition 
JBA 
W L GB 
3 Ol -
2-()1 -
2-1 ½ 
l· 1 l ½ 
o· 1 I '/2 
O 2 l Vz 
., 
,THE ITHACAN 
Basketball 
, North 
W LT GB 
69ers 3' -0 Q, 
' . 
BBB.Gr,een 2 ,Q. 1, 
Spontaneous Combustion 2 1 o 
Free Agents ' 1 1- . 1, 
Alabama Slammers o 3 O 
Puppies O 3 0 
Semi-Pro 
, 
North 
-
\V LT GB 
X-On 3 ,1 0 -
Stones 3. 1 
I 0 -
Sippy's Bar 3 1 0 -
The Basers I 2 0 2 
Terrosits 1 3 .o 3 
WBB 0 ,3 -0 3 
-
South 
W LT GB 
Pi Lambda Chi 2 ·I o' -
Cruisers 2· ·1 o' -
Talcott Trail Blazers 1 11 l' ½ 
Sport Shorts 1 I 1 ½ 
Lucky7 .. 1 2 0 } 
Ithaca Nites ,1 ,2 0 1 
---
.. 
½ 
· l 
l½·, 
3 
3 
Sea Hawks 
Co-Rec Volleyball 
W L GB 
Mole Patrol 
Wing.Nuts 
Leeping Lizards 
International Wizard~ 
'69ers · 
The Formula 
Toxic Shockers 
3 ,0 
.3 0. -
2 ·2 1/z 
1 
1 
I I 
2 
10 I 
10 ,2 
10 ·3 
½ 
I 
1 V2 
I 1/2 
2 
'BJBegley ~ 
BBB Red 
Mc;n of Muscles 
76ers 
TheHoyas· 
,Saints-
November 12, 1981 
1'outh 
W LT GB 
3- C ·O 
2 I -0 
2 1 0 
r 2 o 
1 2 ·O 
0 3 0 
College 
Ratings 
COACHES POLL 
By Unncd Pte\'i lmcrnauonal 
1 
I 
2 
2 
3 
.,, 
The United Press Intcrnauonal Bo.ird or 
Coaches Top 20 college football ratmgs, whh firsl-
placc-votcs an<l records m parenthc"iiS. 
I .P,usburgh(38) (8.0) ................. ,. ...... , , .. 626 
2,Clcmson(l ){9.0) ... , .... ,. ......... ,.,. , ....... 56 I 
3.Sou1hcrn California(3)(8-1 ) .. ,.,.,,.,..,.,. 555 
4.Gcorg1a(8-I) ...................... ,. .......... 502 
5.PcnnSiatc{7-I). .. . , ........... : .. 443 
6,Alabama (7·1-1)......... . ,. ...... 389 
7.Ncbraska (7-2),.,.., .,., ..... , ......... 373 
8.Mich,gan (7-2) ...... , ......................... 321 
9.T«as(6-1-I) .................... , ,., ... ,. ..... ,282 • 
IO.Sou1hern Miss,ss,ppi (7-0-1 ) ................. I 82 
I r.Oklahoma(S·2·1) ........... , , .......... 156 
·12.Nonh Carolina (7-2), ...................... , 149 
13.Arkansas(7,2) ... , .......... ,,, ,. ,., ... , ..... 116 
14.U.C.LA. (6·2-1),, ........................ ,,, .. 91 
IS.Wa1t11ng1onSt.(7-1-I) ................... 65 
16 Hawaii (7.0) ...... , .......................... 59 
17.Brigham Young(S-2)., ............ ,,, ... .40 
IS.Iowa (6-3), ....... : ............................... 32 
19.Florida S1a1e (6-3) .......... ,, ............. ,, .21 
20.Minncsota (6-3) ............. ,,, ..... · ...... ,.,. ,. 16 _ 
Note: By agrecmenl w11h 1hc American foorbnll 
Coaches A,;socumon, 1eam, on proba11011 by 1hi: 
NCAA arc inehg1blc for lhe 1op 20 and national 
champ1ono;hip con'iideration by the UPI Board or 
Coach1.o;. The only team~ currcmlv on proba11on 
arc Arizonn S1a1c, Miami (Fla.) nnd Suu1hcrn 
Methodist. 
WRITERS POI.L 
'WRITERS POI L 
By The Aso;oc1a1cd Pre,;_,; , 
The Top 20 1camc. in The As..o;oc1ated Prc'i'i 
i.:ollcge fool ball poB, wiah firo;tplace 'totes in paren-
theses. 'icson', record and 1otal points. Point,; 
b0<cd on 20-19-18·17-16-15-14-13·12-I l-10-9-8-7-6-
5-4-3-2-I: 
1.Pimburgh (53).,.., .......... , .... 8-0--0 1,343 
2.Clcmson (7) .................. ,,,..9-0-0 1,272 
3.Southern California (8) ........ 8·1·0 1,232 
4.Gcorg,a.,.,,,..,. ... ,..,,, ......... 8-J.q 1,129 
5.Penn Stale .. , ................. , ,7-1-0 1,043 
6.Alabama .......................... 7-1-1 935 
8.S0u1hcrn Methodis1.. ........... 8-I-O 791 
9.ArizonaStaie .................... 7-1-0 783 
JO.Texas .. , .. , ................. , .... 6-1·1 754 
I I.M1chigan ....................... ,.7·2-0 738 
12.M,aml, Fla .............. , ...... 6-2.0 670 
, 13.North Ca,olina .................. 7-2-0 509 
14.Souihern Missimpp, ........... 7-0-1 465 
IS.Oklahoma ....................... 5-2-1 358 
16.Arka,nsa.s ........................ 7-2-0 355 
17.Washmgton S1~1c .... , ......... 7-1-1 222 
: 18,U.C.L.A, ... : .................... 6-2-1 180 
19,Hawmi. .......................... 7-0--0 127 
20.Flonda S1a1< ................. ,.,6-3-0 I 13 
.. 
. By Air and By Land: IC'.s Mike Borcyk '(No. 12) displays 
multi-talents on the soccer field . 
\ 
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If you want to sound off from your bleachers, send correspondence to VFTB, The ITHACAN Sports, c/o Basement of Landon 
SLUGGER GEORGE 
SOCKS YANKEE FANS 
To the Editor . 
Here it is less than a month 
since the ·New York Yankees 
fell on their fac.es in the world 
series and Here Boss, also 
known as Joltin' George 
Steinbrenner, is making new 
again. You must remember 
George; ·he is the one who 
knocked out an l!levator in Los 
Angeles with on~ punch. W<::ll, 
he is at it again, except he's 
hitting the Yankee fan s this 
time. 
Once again it's getting close 
to the Free Agent draft and, 
after knowing that certain 
changes would be made on the 
Yankees, Joltin' George is 
ready to deal. Already he has 
acquired Ken Griffey from the 
Reds in exchange for a minor 
league pitcher and a player to 
be named later. I agree; this· ch hitter on the Yankees this 
o.eai will help the Yankees. year, and Steinbrenner rewar-
However, there are other ds Lou by making him 
moves the Boss is making this threaten free agellcy befor 
fall that ruffle my Yankee signing him to a three year 
pride. These moves involve contract. So it's true, Lou is 38 
some of the few remaining yrs. old. Let's face it George, 
players that have true Yankee the man can still hit. Better yet 
pride; namely Ron Guidry, Lou never disgraces the 
Lou Piniella, and Bobby Mur- Yankees; much unlike 
cer. Joltin'Ge·orge. 
You remember Lou 1:hen there is Mr. Guidry. 
Piniella. He tore apart the All he did in 1981 was lead the 
Oakland A's in the A.L. American League in E.R.A. 
Championship Series after the second half of the season. 
r~placing Reggie Jackson Guidry means more than that 
when Jackson was injured. All to the Yankees however. I 
year long Lou was kept on the remember Rapid Ren single-
bench when Jackson was handedly turning the Yankees 
floundering around the .200 around in 1978 when the 
mark. Does George forget the Yankees were going nowhere 
magic in Mr. Piniellas bat? fast. Don't you remember 
Lou was perhaps the best clut- George? Guidry was that 
skinny little kid who only won 
25 games for you that year. 
And George , it was Rapid 
Ron who volunteered to go in-· 
to the bull pen in 1979 when 
Goose Gossage broke his 
thumb in a scuffle with Cliff 
Johnson. No matter that 
-Guidry could have ,ruined his 
arm permanently by doing so. 
But George, you're right, you 
only were paying ·him $40,000 
that year so it really didn't 
matter. You could always pay 
2.5 million to get anoter star-
ter like Don Gullett. 
What did :you say George? 
You don't remember Don 
Gullett? Why George, he's 
that ·1efthander who 
"bought" at a price of about 
$100,000 per win. Wow that 
Guidry, aconsistentpitcher for 
the Yankees for six seasons 
now, asks for a million a year 
you balk. Mr. Guidry deserves 
what he's asking, but maybe 
he's getting the best deal. 
Look at it George, you're 
losing Ron Guidry and hjs 15-
20 wins, but he's getting rid 
of you. 
Then there's poor Bobby 
Murcer. George you forgot 
about him the second half of 
the- season. I'll never forget 
Bobby's face as he sat on the 
bench in the W arid Series, a 
series that Murcer wa.iited 
years to reach. Bobby never 
said a word as Yankee pinch 
hitters such as Barry Foote 
embarrassed themselves at the 
plate. You're losing a goo(! 
man George. 
wo~s. SPORTS MORE THAN MEE1f§ THE 1EYIE 
George·, the Yankee fans are 
getting fed up with you and 
the way you treat some of 
"our boys". I for one still 
can't forge~ the way you 
·"discarded" Roy White after 
White helped the Yankees 
win the 1978 World Series. 
After all George, Roy only 
showed extreme Yank~, pride 
during the period when the 
Yankees were worse than the 
Boss' left-hand. 
By Beth Hoffman 
There's a lot more to the 
women's sports department at 
IC than meets the eye. The 
participants must'' excel not 
only in their individual skill, 
but in their awareness of being 
a part of a team and an 
organization, namely, the 
AIA W (Association for Inter-
collegiate Athletics for 
Women). 
Being part of the AIA W in-
sures students educational 
benefits as well as athletic 
enrichment. In this case, 
students are here first for 
education. Assistant athletic 
director, Iris Camel, says, 
"ThC' coaches aren't looking 
for athletes just to have a team 
that wins. They must be good 
stu_dents, otherwise they're not 
beneficial to the team or to 
themselves." That may ex-
plain why many IC girls have 
their books with them even at 
tournaments. They also study 
during practices whenever 
there's a free minute. There's 
.• -
a degree of rivalry amongst 
coaches as.to whose team has 
the highest grade point 
average. 
Athletic director, Bob 
Deming created a "Captains 
Council" for communication. 
between team members, 
coaches, and authorities. Elec-
ted captains hold team 
discussions gi~.i~g- access to all 
team members to voice their 
complaints, and more often, 
their approvals. 
Since teams are started 
through student interest, it's 
the students themselves who 
are held responsible for 
coaching selections and 
general team policies. Post 
season competition is 
Moreau gives Bombers-6-0 lead Story on Back Page 
discussed so teams and 
authorities can decide when 
they'll be playing and how far 
away they can travel according 
to finances. Plans are 
discussed until an agreement 
or compromise is made. 
wo·men's athletics at IC is 
dedicated to providing com-
petitive athletics along with a 
great stress on the com-
petitors' high GPA's and in-
teraction among players, 
coaches, and authorities 
makes the sports department a 
successful one. 
Well George,- I hope that 
you sign Reggie Jackson and 
another 10 just like him. You 
really need a few more head-
cases to deal with. But if I 
were you George, I would 
keep all of my quiet team ball 
players. But then again, who 
would you have to spar with? 
Mike-Teaney===== 
JoGOULD'S 
WIN A GIF'f CERTIFICATE "~ 
() FORA~ 1.c. T-SmRT I :\.4 
tlJCKIE 0.. "\) 
THIS WEEKS UESTION : 
Question Who holds the 
- World Series record for most 
RBIs in seven game series? 
Every Week, J.GOULD'S (at the foot of the hill on Aurora 
_Street) will sponsor the QUICKIE QUIZ. Readers are invited to 
answer the question and submit it to The Ithacan C/0 Ba.\emenl 
or l.ar.don Hall .•. or bring it in person by 5:00 p.m. Wedne!,day. 
Adrawing or the correct submission will determine the Weeks 
Winner. So come on and gin it a try I 
Print : ~\ttention Sports Wr,iters. 
' 
,. 
,. 
,. 
(:.. 
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The ITHACAN's Altman (9-5 last week) widened his season·Iead_over ICB-FM's Caplan (8-6) o'nce again after Sunday's, 
games. The dominating Altman clutches a fouf-pi~k Ie~d as he and.Caplan teveal this weeks provocative prognostications: 
-
. -•., 
'n-iEAPLINE LOUCAPLAN 1 HOWARD ALTMAN 
fAVORBTE UNDERDOG (WICB Sports Director) (ITHACAN Sports Editor) POINTS 
.... . 
: SUNDAY 
-
GIANTS 1 yvashington GIANTS GIANTS· 
Jets Jets NEW ENGLAND 2½ Jets , PHILADELPHIA Baltimore PHILADELPHIA 131/2 Baltimore Buffalo Buffalo 5 ST. LOUIS ST. LOUIS 
GREEN BAY- : 3 Chicago Chicago Chicago 
~oenver Denver 2½ TAMPA BAY Denver 
•cINICJNNA TI CINCINNATI 4 Los Angeles Los Angeles New Orleans . MINNESOTA 9 New Orleans MINNESOTA 
MIAMI 5½. Oakland Oakland MIAMI 
ATLANTA 5 Pittsburgh Pittsburgh _ ATLANTA 
Houston .. KANSAS CITY KANSAS CITY 4 Houston 
.. SAN FRANCISCO 4 Cleveland Cleveland ii ~ SAN FRANCISCO Dallas Dallas - 4 DETROIT •Dallas 
~ 
I 
ii MONDAY 
I San Diego 5 SEATTLE 5.In.Diego San Diego -
Home Team In Caps •BestBet 
. 
. 
-- -
JRTUGGERS GO NORTH, 
BEAT U of R 16- 4 
By Danny Green 
The Ithaca Lone Star Rugby 
Club traveled north last 
Saturday and beat the Univer-
sity of Rochester, 16-4, to even 
their record at 3-3. The Lone 
Stars now have two games 
remaining against Cornell and 
S.U.N.Y. Binghamton. 
The early_ play on Saturday 
was very sloppy, due to the 
muddy conditions on the field. 
Both teams were having 
trouble running and passing 
( 
the baJl, and most of the first 
half was played in rucks and' 
mauls. Ithaca's Mark Cassara 
finally broke the deadlock late 
in the first period with a solid 
twenty meter run into tlw try 
(goal) zone. Howie Rosen-
berg's ~xtra-point made the 
score 6-0. 
Rochester scored their only 
try of the game early in the 
second half on a run from 
scrum. Moments later, 
however, Cassara scored again 
on a sixty meter run in which 
he simply outdistanced the fif-
teen members of the Rochester 
Club. Dave Kipness, who 
along with ca·ssara and Craig 
Pruitt will represent Ithaca on 
the Upstate Rugby 'Team, 
scored the final try of the · 
game with a ten meter run. 
Several IC ruggerS" visited an 
injured player at the Strong 
Memorial Hospital in 
Rochester. Scrummer David 
Fischer Jas found to have 
·-Varsity football captain Kevin 
Vogt led a strong Bomber defen-
se in ithaca's 42-0~victory over 
Cortland this past Saturday. 
Vogt had an inten-eption, 
recovered a fumble and was in-
volved in numerous tackles as 
the Bombers won . their third 
game'in a row. ,Vogt is the lone 
captain of the squad and has 
provided leadership fc:,r a young 
squad that finished with a 6-3 
record. .__ '. _ 
For his contributions to Ithaca 
football, The lthaat.1 honors 
Kevin Vogt as Athlete of the 
Week . 
\ ) 
ODD COUPLE 
STAND11'GS 
W L GB PCT 
ALTMAN 63 49 ~ 0563 
CAPLAN 59 53 4 0527 
Best Bets CAPLAN 4 for 8 ALTMAN 3 for 9 
. se_vered tendons . in his lett 
middle finger, and won't play 
the rest of the season. Scott 
McPhail suffered a large gash 
above his left eye; and had ten 
stiches put in. He may play in 
the final game in Binghamton. 
In the "B" game, Rich Kat- · 
zman scorc<l twice, Jimmy Orr 
once, to help Ithaca earn a 14-
14 tie. 
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WRITER VS ATHLETE 
WHO'S RIGHT? 
CJ 
The recent shoving incident 
between Richard Todd of the· 
Jets and Steve Serbey of the 
New York Post, highlights the 
sensitive relationship between 
sportswriters, and the a'thletes 
they cover. 
the writer conflict, and when 
the conflicts can't be resolved 
through reasoning, incidents 
like the Todd-Serbey scuffle 
break out. 
between athlete and writer. under public scrutiny. 
For the athlete, the job 
requires giving 100 percent, 
going out on to the field to win 
games. For the sports writer; 
the job requires covering those 
games, telling not only who 
won or lost, but why. The 
sports writer must ask 
questions that are often hard 
· to answer, especially after a 
tough game, where little went 
right for the athlete or team 
involved. -
Just as the athlete is under 
pressure to perform, so is the 
sports writer. Often, the goals 
of the athlete and the goals o.f 
When incidents like that 
break out, who is to blame? Is 
it the badgering, pestering, in-
sensitive reporter, who hangs 
around the·-!ocker room like a 
vulture waiting for scraps to 
put in the paper, or is it the 
egotistical, overbearing 
athlete, who thinks he's God's 
gift to the world? 
Both of these cases are ex-
treme generalities, and the 
people involved usually come 
in between the descriptions 
given, but this is the 
stereotype. As long as one ac-
cepts the stereotype, than 
there can be no real under-
standing of the relationship 
Incidents like these are by 
no means the normal tide of 
events in the locker room. 
Most post-game interviews go 
off smoothly but there are 
times of extreme frustration, 
when an athlete who is con-
fronted by the press will react 
in a negative way,. There are 
also times when a writer will 
fail to µse tact and corneas _on 
too strong. There are athletes 
who can't deal with the press 
in a civil manner, and there are 
writers ·who can't deal with 
athletes. 
A question that has often 
been asked of sports writers is, 
why should athletes be grilled 
more than the average citizen? 
The answer is simple. Athletes 
are first and foremost perfor-
mers, and as such, they come 
Millions of fans come out to 
the ball parks or watch T. V. to 
see their favorite athlete or 
team perform. When the 
athlete doesn't perform, the 
fan, who indirectly pays the 
athletes salary, gets upset.- He 
wants to know why his team 
just dropped its 29th game in a 
row. It is the sports writers 
job to find oµt why, and for 
the athlete the criticism comes 
with the territo~y. 
A good sports writer will know 
how to ask the tough questions 
without antagonizing the 
athlete. A good athlete w.ill be 
able to answer the question 
and handle the cnt1c1sm 
without killing the writer. 
When either party can't han-
dle the job, problems occur. 
RADIO SPORTS TAKE TO 
.,, 
RICK HAGER AND KURT SMUTKO {>. Cathy Elton 
AWAIT STAND-BY FROM TERRY BOHRER (left) 
By David Fischer 
Three years ago, when Mike 
Faber was working on .a radio 
tall· show, some of his friends 
dialed the station to request a 
call-iri sports talk show. This 
was the beginning of "Spor-
. tstalk", which Faber now 
produces, and can be heard 
every Sunday night from 8 to 9 
p.m. on ICB-FM. 
In its early days, "Spor-
tstalk" would average only 
five calls per hour. Today, the 
show receives more than fif-
teen callers, and according to 
Faber, "requires the, largest 
staff of any sports show." . 
As producer, Faber coor-
dinates this week's · I.C."-
Cornell feature- and- recently 
started a commentary 
segment. Each week, iwo 
guest hosts talk sports with the 
real stars of. the show--the 
callers. Faber said, ''all callers 
are v_ery knowledgable on 
national sports, and of course, 
know-their Cornell-1.C. teams 
real well. 
Faber summed it all up by 
saying, "Sportstalk" is a fast-
moving action show;· and 
that's what sports is all 
about." 
The AM call-in show, 
"Sportsrap", differs in that 
they provide more features on 
national sporting events. An 
NBA, NHL and college foot-
ball week_ in review gives 
"Sportsrap" a more infor-
mative angle. A special 
segment entitled Sportspage 
covers I.C. and Cornell sports 
which do not normally get 
headlines. 
"Sportsrap" uses three 
hosts, mostly freshmen and 
sophmores. "The three hosts 
are good because they ar·e 
-bound to have conflicts -of 
opinion, and that stirs up 
some good discussions,'~ said 
Steve Mayer, a frequent host. 
Heard on Sunday nights 
from 6:30 to 7:30 on WVIC-
AM, Sportsrap producer Kurt 
Smutko said, "there is no 
riv.airy between Sportstalk and 
our Sportsrap. They may 
have on advantage in that the 
late football scores are in, but 
there is · so much pride on 
Sportsrap, and we know how 
good we are." 
g 
:,. 
"' 1:?]11,, 
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"SENIORS" CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20 
play the year before because of after th~ 1979 Stagg Bowl with tlymg high!" 
an injury. It was a great Tucker Bradshaw." If the senior Bombers could 
honor." ' TOM SCHWAN, corner- make a wish for next years 
NORM JORDAN, back, Ithaca: "December 6, team, what would·it tie? 
linebacker, Ithaca:. ','Going to 1979 - I remember the whole TUCKER BRADSHAW, 
the Stagg Bowl as a thing!" wide receiver, Avon, CT: 
sophQmore with my brothers KIRK 'JONAH, offensive "Put it all together next 
Rick and Mike, and being a tackle, West Springfield, MA: season and have a good year." 
part of a national champion- "Beating Carnegie-Melon in BOB CAMPESE, free 
ship with them." · the-last seconds to go to the safety, Syracuse: "Build 
CHRIS POPE, tight end, Stagg Bowl and then winning character, play together and 
Scarsdale: "The moments in the whole thing." go faster than we did this 
the locker room after we-went MARK SEAMAN, year." 
through an undefeated season linebacker, Johnson City: KEVIN DIDIO, running 
last year. Also, I'll always "Stopping Wittenberg· on its back, Syracuse: "Come 
remember all of the friends I final drive to win the national together as a team and have a 
have made among the team." cha_!llpionship." ..._ successful and winning 
FRANK COGcIANDRO, BILL ROSECRANS, season." 
defensive tackle, Syracuse: linebacker, Camillus: I . HAL .. COLE, offensive 
"The thrill of working so hard "Playing for the national tackle, Avon: "Get back the 
to be number one, and getting twice in my career." Ithaca pride." 
recognized for it by winning GLENN JACKSON, cen-
the "ational championship." ter, Port Jervis: "The five ~ ~ * c§!t "9:t ~ * c§: · 
rDOUG DeCARR, quarter- minutes-. after we. won the 
back, Dolgeville: "The night national championship-I was 
~. 
, .. 
.•, 
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BOMBERS RIP CORT 
By Doug Clauson bomber defense kept Car- season weight-training 
Ithaca College used 525 tland in check all afternoon. program after Christmas and 
total offensive yards, along The defensive line of, John will announce next year's team 
with a hustling defense as they Braun, Jim Trojanski, and captains.at the team's banquet 
won the Cortaca Jug for the Mike D' Antonio forced Car- later this month. 
ninth straight year with a 42-0 tland quarterback Jay Ciepy Ithaca 6 8 21 7 - 42 
romp over Cortland State. out of the pocket as he was Cortland 00 The Bombers, who finished able to complete only 7 of 20 0 0 - 0 
the season with a three game passes. IC- Moreau 6 run (kick failed) 
winning streak and a 6-3 "Our defense put it all IC- Lacey 33 pass from 
record, controlled the game together today," said Butter- DeCarr 
from start to finish Jed by the · field. "They played a good (Didio pass from Campese) 
play of senior quarterback sound football game." IC- Decarr 18 run (Axenfeld 
Doug Decarr. Butterfield agreed that this kick) 
"We were able to conrol the game will give his senior IC- Koob 13 run (Lacey pass 
ball for most of the game," players something to remem- from Campese) 
said Decarr. "I !eceivcd good be~; . IC- Duncan-- 14 pass from 
pass blocking, which got our . This game topped_ off our . DeCarr(kick failed) 
passing game going." ~ntire season as we fims~ed ~P IC- Kieffer 3 pass from 
D~Carr used all of his ·~ excellent sty!e. The wm "'."111 DeCarr (Axenfeld kick) 
receivers as he threw three give our seniors something IC C 
touchdown passes, one each to they can .remember ~vhen they First Downs 23 10 
Jeff Lacey, 1im Duncan, and look back on their careers Yards-Rushing 329 119 
Steve Kieffer. The touchdown here." Yards-Passing 196 60 
pass to !<ieffer mad~ Decarr Bomber Blasts. Next week Fumbles-Lost l 1-6 1-1 
the all time leader 10 touch the Ithacan will wrap-up the 
- - Pen11Ities 7 65 8 8'i 
down passes with 19, breaking season and take a look at team Net yards-total - - -
the old record held by back- totals for the year. Senior pun- 525 l 79 
field coach Jerry Boyes. ter Dave Whalen came back Individual Leaders 
"Doug heightened his level off a knee injury to play on Rushing-IC, Didio l5-85 
of intensity for the game," Saturday and punted twice for Moreau 15-77. C, Cook 
said Coach Jim Butterfield. _a 31 yard average 14-47. Bowe 12-44. 
"This was his last game and he The Schwan brothers lined 
wanted it to be a good one." up against each other on 
The Bomber offensive line Saturday. Pete, a receiver for 
did a good job opening holes Cortland was covered most of 
for the grouQd game as IC the afternoon by his brother 
rushed for 329 yards. Kevin Tom, at cornerback. 
Didlo and Mike Moreau com- Back-up quarterback Mike 
bined to rush for 162 yards, McVey and receiver Duncan 
while Moreau, DeCarr and su'ffered knee mJunes on 
Rick Koob all ran for scores. Saturday, but neither was 
While the offense was put- diagnosed as serious.The 
ting points on the board, the Bombers will begin their off 
Passing. IC, DeCarr 
11-27-60. 
Receiving-IC, Duncan 4-69. 
Pope 3-49. Lacey 1-33. 
C, Sfhwan 2-25. 
§JEMORS ILEA VE IN STYLIE 
Reprinted by Pe~ion of Sports Information 
"DUNC" GOES FOR six _Geoff Donovan . 
INSIDE 
n ' 
'By Amy Doonan 
All college football players 
should be lucky enough to 
have careers like those of 18 
young men on the Ithaca 
College football team who will 
play the final game of their 
career today. They have seen 
it all, from the high of winning 
a national championship to 
the struggle of a rebuilding 
year. 
City, AL to the Stagg Bowl, tied the school record for in-
only to drop a disappointing · terceptions in a season (8), IF~~=~~=~~~~=~==~~~~~~=~~dl 
63-0 decision to Dayton. · It was always difficult for a 
These 18 men are the senior 
members 'of the Ithaca College 
team, and the class of '82, like 
very few classes before them, 
have been a part of the 
brightest moments in . Ithaca 
football history. 
As sophomores in 1979, the 
Bomber ciders rose from 
eighth in the country through 
1 he playoffs to capture the 
NC AA Division III national 
championship at the Amos 
Alon7.0 Stagg Bowl, 14-10 
O\'er Witienbcrg. 
The following· year, Ithaca 
:;wept through a· perfect 10-0 
n.·gular season and once again 
made the trip south to Phenix 
This year, the Bombers went coach to see such outstanding 
through a rebuilding process performers as these close out 
attempting to find the right their careers, and Ithaca head 
ingredients for another big coach Jim Butterfield is no 
winner. The going had been different. "Certainly, it is 
rough, with Ithaca coming out alway~ hard to lose players 
on the'winning side only every that have given four years. of 
other week until its season en- devotion to. the prograrri," 
ding three game · winning Butterfield said. "They have 
-streak. During the past three met all of our demands both in 
outings, the Bombers have and out of season and it''s 
shown \signs that the . 18 tough to lose a group whc 
graduates wHl leave behind a made the team go as this group 
team capable of many sue- has." . 
cessful seasons in the future. Not only have the 18 seniors 
Ithaca's senior class will provided the Ithaca College 
take with it several school community with many excitin'g 
records. Wide receiver Jim moments, they also have 
Duncafl is Ithaca's career memories of their experiences. 
leader . in receptions (80), When aske.i, "What has been 
touchdown receptions (17) and the most memorable moment 
receiving yards (1,339). Quar- as a member of the Ithaca , 
terback Doug DeCarr set a College football team,·•. some 
~ew mark for. career pass of the answers went like this: 
completions at 115 during two \ KEVIN VOGT, strong 
weeks ago win against Hobart. safety, Fulton: "Being elected 
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